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Public Health & Disaster Laws 
 

Kentucky  
 

 Cabinet for Health and Family Services 
o KRS § 211.005 

 The General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky recognizes 
and hereby declares that it is an essential function, duty and 
responsibility of the government of this Commonwealth to adequately 
safeguard the health of all its citizens, and to establish, maintain, 
implement, promote and conduct appropriate facilities and services for 
the purpose of protecting the public health. 

o Disease 
 KRS § 211.280 

 Establishing policies.  
o The Cabinet for Health and Family Services is 

responsible for establishing and executing policies, 
plans, and programs for the detection, prevention, and 
control of: i. Communicable diseases; ii. Chronic and 
degenerative diseases; iii. Dental diseases and 
abnormalities; iv. Occupational diseases and health 
hazards peculiar to industry; v. Home accidents and 
health hazards; vi. Animal diseases transmissible to 
humans; vii. Other diseases and health hazards that 
may be controlled. 

 902 KAR 2:080, 902 KAR 2:050 
 Investigation 

o The duties of the Cabinet for Health and Family 
Services include the investigation of persons known or 
reasonably suspected of being infected with a 
communicable disease, and the Cabinet is empowered to 
direct medical examinations, including interviews 
regarding contacts. 

 KRS § 214.020  
 Quarantine 

o The Cabinet for Health and Family Services has the 
power to establish quarantine to accomplish its 
statutorily assigned duty of preventing the introduction 
and spread of diseases within the state 

 Isolation and Quarantine 
 In whom powers vested 
 The Cabinet for Health and Family Services 

o The Cabinet for Health and Family Services has the 
power to establish quarantine to accomplish its 
statutorily assigned duty of preventing the introduction 
and spread of diseases within the state. KRS § 214.020; 
see also 902 KAR 2:030; 902 KAR 2:080. 

 Local health departments 
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o A local health department has the same power to 
establish and maintain quarantine, etc. as the Cabinet 
for Health and Family Services. 902 KAR 2:030; 902 
KAR 2:080 

 Physician 
o Any physician attending a patient must, immediately 

upon discovering or suspecting a case of any 
communicable disease for which isolation procedures 
are specified, secure the isolation of the patient. 902 
KAR 2:030(2). 

 State of Emergency 
o Emergency Management Procedures 

 KRS § 39A.010, et seq. 
 

Alabama 
 

 State Board of Health – authority and jurisdiction 
o Ala. Code § 22-2-2. State Board of Health 

 Shall have authority and jurisdiction . . . (2) to investigate the causes, 
modes or propagation and means of prevention of diseases 

 Quarantine Laws and Regulations 
o Ala. Code § 22.12.1 to 22.12.29, Ala. Code § 22.3.2 (1940) 

 Authority. The governor or the State Board of Health may proclaim a 
quarantine whenever deemed necessary. The Board of Health shall 
enforce it and adopt any necessary rules or regulations necessary to do 
so. The board shall also supervise county boards. 

o Ala. Code § 22.12.9-29 (1940), Ala. Code § 22.11A.6 (1987) 
 Penalties. Violation of a health or quarantine law is a misdemeanor 

unless otherwise noted and is typically subject to a fine of $50 to $500. 
Such punishment applies to individuals who violate quarantine 
orders, those required to provide notification of notifiable diseases who 
willfully neglect to do so, anyone who knowingly transports a person 
or thing in violation of a quarantine, or other such violations of 
quarantine regulations. 

o Ala. Code § 22.11A.7 (1987)  
 Police Power & Limitations. An officer or guard carrying out a 

quarantine may arrest without warrant anyone who attempts to 
violate quarantine regulations and move them to the designated 
detention area or in front of an officer with jurisdiction over the 
offense. Officers can pass through quarantine lines and have free 
access to all means of public transportation as needed to perform their 
duties. Freight and mail can be rejected from a quarantined area. 
Those with notifiable disease must obey the instructions of state or 
county health officer. 

 
Alaska 

 
 Quarantine Laws and Regulations 
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o Alaska Stat. § 26.23.020 (2004)  
 Authority. The governor can declare a disaster emergency, including 

in the event of a disease outbreak. He or she can control entry and exit 
of an area and movement of persons or occupancy of premises within 
the area. The Department of Health and Social Services can 
quarantine or isolate only if it is the least restrictive alternative to 
protect public health. An emergency administrative order from the 
state medical officer can impose quarantine or isolation pending the 
court order. 

o Alaska Stat. § 18.15.385 (2005)  
 Penalties. Anyone who knowingly violates a regulation pertaining to 

quarantine or isolation is guilty of a class B misdemeanor. Anyone 
who intentionally violates such a regulation is guilty of a class A 
misdemeanor. 

o Alaska Stat. § 9.50.250 (2008)  
 Police Power & Limitations.  The department must allow isolation in 

the personal home if it would not jeopardize public health. If 
individuals do not consent to quarantine or isolation, a superior court 
order must be granted. The department should monitor those in 
quarantine or isolation and release them as soon as they no longer 
pose a substantial risk to public health. Improper application of 
quarantine or isolation, or negligent medical treatment therein, is an 
actionable claim against the state for compensation. 

 
Arizona 

 
 Quarantine Laws and Regulations 

o Ariz. Rev. Stat. § 36.788-789  
 Authority. The governor, along with the state director of health 

services, has primary authority in a state of emergency involving 
possible infectious disease. If investigation reveals a suspicion of a 
highly contagious disease to be accurate, the state or local health 
authority may declare a quarantine if it is the least intrusive means of 
protecting public health. A quarantine or isolation should be 
established by written court order unless there is an urgent threat to 
public health, in which case the Department of Health or local health 
authority can initiate a quarantine by written directive provided they 
file a petition for court order within 10 days. The maximum court 
order for quarantine is 30 days before requiring a new order. 

o Ariz. Rev. Stat. § 36.630, 737 (1982, 1997)  
 Penalties. Knowingly or intentionally exposing others to infection or 

attempting to leave quarantine or isolation is a class 2 misdemeanor. 
Obstructing an investigation, making a false report, or knowingly 
assisting someone else in violating quarantine is a class 3 
misdemeanor. 

o Ariz. Rev. Stat. § 36.624, 732 (2002, 1997)  
 Police Power and Limitations. No treatment shall be provided against 

the will of an individual provided they cooperate with quarantine and 
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sanitation orders. If an individual under quarantine is shown to no 
longer pose a public health risk, they may be released prior to end of 
court-ordered period. 

 
Arkansas 

 
 Quarantine Laws and Regulations 

o Ark. Stat. Ann. §§ 20-7-109 (1997),  Ark. Stat. Ann. §§ 14-262-101 to 109 (201  
 Authority. The director of the Department of Health has control over 

all quarantine measures. The state Health Board establishes rules 
and regulations regarding quarantine and isolation. County or district 
health departments have the power and duty to establish and enforce 
quarantine or isolation when it is necessary for public health. Cities 
can create health boards and appoint a health officer, with jurisdiction 
five miles beyond city limits in the event of a quarantine for an 
epidemic. Both county and city health authorities must assist state 
Department of Health and the Health Board. Only the state director 
can implement a quarantine on movement between jurisdictions. 

o Ark. Stat. Ann. Code § 20-15-710 (1963)  
 Penalties. For those under mandated treatment for tuberculosis, 

disorderly conduct can be punished with confinement up to six months 
and those who leave or attempt to leave without being discharged are 
guilty of a misdemeanor, punishable by confinement of six to12 
months. 

o Ark. Stat. Ann. § 20-15-703 to 704 (1975)  
 Police Power and Limitations.  If a health officer has reasonable 

grounds to suspect an individual has an active or communicable form 
of tuberculosis who is not willing to undergo treatment, they may 
detain the individual for the necessary testing and establish suitable 
isolation. If suitable local isolation is unavailable, they can petition 
the court to move the individual to an appropriate state facility. 

 
California 

 
 Quarantine Laws and Regulations 

o Cal. Health & Safety Code § 120175-120250; § 120195-120235  
 Authority. Health officers should take all necessary steps to prevent 

the spread of a contagious disease within their jurisdiction. Officers 
are required to enforce quarantine of state Department of Health and 
cannot enforce a quarantine against another jurisdiction without state 
approval. 

o Cal. Health & Safety Code § 120275-120305  
 Penalties. Anyone who violates or refuses a regulation or order of 

quarantine is guilty of a misdemeanor. A first offense is punishable by 
forced compliance with quarantine up to a year and two years 
probation with a repeat offense punishable by confinement of not more 
than a year. 

o Cal. Health & Safety Code § 120175-120250 (1995)  
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 Police Power and Limitations. In the event of the outbreak of a 
communicable disease, a health official may have access to all supplies 
necessary from health providers that can either assist in responding to 
the outbreak or are implicated in the outbreak. If disinfection of goods 
or property would be unsafe, officers may destroy items, with proper 
compensation to owner. 

 
Connecticut 

 
 Conn. Gen. Stat. § 368e-19a-221 (2003)  

o Authority. In the event of a statewide or regional health emergency, the 
governor may authorize the Public Health Commission to quarantine or 
isolate individuals reasonably suspected as being infected or exposed to a 
communicable disease. Any town, city, borough or district director of health 
can issue a quarantine or isolation order if necessary to protect public health. 

 Conn. Gen. Stat. § 368a-19a-131a (2003)  
o Penalties. Anyone who violates the provisions of a quarantine order or 

obstructs those tasked with carrying it out shall be fined no more than $1,000 
and/or imprisoned for no more than a year. 

 Conn. Gen. Stat. § 368a-19a-131b – 131d (2003) 
o Police Power and Limitations. Quarantine is only appropriate if it is the least 

restrictive option to protect public health and individuals in quarantine must 
be provided access to appropriate medical care and other basic needs. 
Individuals should be released from quarantine at such a point as they no 
longer pose a risk of contagion. Commissioners must write an order for 
quarantine. Those subject to quarantine can challenge this order in court. If 
an individual refuses to obey a quarantine order, they may be taken into 
custody and placed into quarantine. 

 
Delaware 

 
 Del. Code Ann. Tit. 16 §505 (2002)  

o Penalties. Anyone who violates the provisions of a quarantine order or 
obstructs those tasked with carrying it out shall be fined no more than $1,000 
and/or imprisoned for no more than a year. 

 Del. Code Ann. Tit. 16 §506 
o Police Power and Limitations. An individual under quarantine or isolation 

order can request a court hearing to the continued necessity of the order. The 
burden of proof lies with the public safety authority. 

 
Florida 

 
 Fla. Stat. § 381.0011 (2012), Fla. Stat. § 381.00315 (2012)  

o Authority. The state health officer is responsible for declaring public health 
emergencies, under which an order can be given to quarantine individuals 
who pose a threat to public health. Requires the Department of Health to 
develop a plan that exclusively uses private and non-state public hospitals to 
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provide treatment to cure, hospitalize and isolate persons with contagious 
cases of tuberculosis who pose a threat to the public. 

 Fla. Stat. § 381.0025 (1996)  
o Penalties. Any person who violates quarantine rules or regulations is guilty 

of a second-degree misdemeanor. 
 

Georgia 
 

 Ga. Code § 31-12-2.1, Ga. Code § 31-12-4 (2014) 
o Authority. The Department of Community Health is empowered to isolate 

and treat individuals unwilling or unable to observe department rules or 
regulations for disease suppression and to establish quarantine, isolation or 
surveillance of people or animals exposed to a communicable disease that 
affects humans. A County Board of Health and Wellness has the authority to 
declare and enforce a quarantine. 

 Ga. Code § 31-3-2.1 (2014)  
o Penalties. Violation of rules or regulations related to quarantine powers shall 

be declared a nuisance or a misdemeanor, as determined by the county 
governing authority establishing the rule. 

 Ga. Code § 31-12-3 (2014)  
o Police Power and Limitations. Those ordered into quarantine or isolation 

shall have access to legal representation and can challenge that order in 
court. 

 
Hawaii 

 
 Hawaii Rev. Stat. § 127A-13 (2013), Hawaii Rev. Stat. § 325-8  

o Authority. The governor, in the event of a civil defense emergency, may 
require the quarantine of persons affected with a disease that presents a 
public health risk. The Department of Health can petition the court for a 
quarantine order, or if necessary for the protection of public health, establish 
a quarantine, provided they submit a petition to the court. The Department 
of Health can require immunization against a communicable disease with 
exceptions based on medical risk and religious objection. 

 Hawaii Rev. Stat. § 325-2 (2016), Hawaii Rev. Stat. § 325-8 (2002)  
o Penalties. Failure of required medical professionals to report presence of a 

communicable disease is punishable by fine up to $1,000 per violation. 
Failure to follow a quarantine order is a misdemeanor. 

 Hawaii Rev. Stat. § 127A-12 (2017), Hawaii Rev. Stat. § 325-8 (2002)  
o Police Power and Limitations. Public safety officials can isolate or close any 

building that is the source of contamination and provide for the destruction 
or cleansing of property that is acting as a public nuisance. The governor can 
suspend any law which impedes the ability to respond to a civil defense 
emergency. Subjects of quarantine should have their dignity respected and be 
kept in the least restrictive environment dictated by public health 
requirements. They have the right to contest a quarantine order in court. 

 
Idaho 
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 Idaho Code § 39-415,  Idaho Code § 50-304 (cities), Idaho Code § 56-1003 (7) (state 

health director)  
o Authority.  The state public health administrator has the power to 

quarantine an individual in the case of a communicable disease and to 
prevent entry or exit of a household or place by nonauthorized individuals, 
provided proper notification of the order and identification of least restrictive 
means of protecting public health. A district health board has identical 
powers as state officials within a health district. Cities may create a board of 
health and assign it powers and duties relevant to the control of 
communicable diseases, within five miles of the city. 

 Idaho Code § 56-1003 (7) (c)-penalties)  
o Penalties. Any person who violates an order of isolation or quarantine shall 

be guilty of a misdemeanor 
 Idaho Admin. Code § 16.02.10.065 (2008)  

o Police Power and Limitations.  Department of health officials may enter 
property in order to administer or enforce communicable disease duties. 

 
Illinois 

 
 Dept of Health Powers. Ill. Rev. Stat. ch. 20 § 2305/2 (2009) 

o Authority. The Department of Public Health has supreme authority over 
declaring new or modifying existing quarantines. A county board of health 
should be created with responsibility for control of contagious diseases, 
including the use of quarantine for areas within the county not incorporated. 
Corporate authorities of municipalities have jurisdiction for quarantine 
extending one-half mile beyond corporate limits. Local health authorities 
shall establish quarantine of contacts of someone suspected of carrying a 
disease that requires this action. 

 Ill. Rev. Stat. ch. 20 § 2305/8.1 
o Penalties. Whoever violates or refuses to obey any rule or regulation of the 

Department of Public Health shall be deemed guilty of a Class A 
misdemeanor. 

 Ill. Rev. Stat. ch. 20 § 2305/2 (C) 
o Police Power & Limitations. Persons who are or are about to be ordered to be 

isolated or quarantined and owners of places that are or are about to be 
closed and made off limits to the public shall have the right to counsel. If a 
person or owner is indigent, the court shall appoint counsel for that person or 
owner. Persons who are ordered to be isolated or quarantined or who are 
owners of places that are ordered to be closed and made off limits to the 
public, shall be given a written notice of such order. 

 
Indiana 

 
 Ind. Code § 16-19-3-9 

o Authority. The Department of Health may establish quarantine and do what 
is reasonable and necessary to prevent or suppress disease. When a public 
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health emergency exists, the department can enforce orders within local 
jurisdiction and exercise all powers of those local health authorities. 

 Ind. Code Ann. § 16-41-9-1.5 
o Penalties. A person who knowingly or intentionally violates a condition of 

isolation or quarantine under this chapter commits violating quarantine or 
isolation, a Class A misdemeanor 

 Ind. Code Ann. § 16-41-9-1.5 
o Police Power & Limitations. The public health authority may petition a 

circuit or superior court for an order imposing isolation or quarantine on the 
individual. A petition for isolation or quarantine filed under this subsection 
must be verified and include a brief description of the facts supporting the 
public health authority's belief that isolation or quarantine should be 
imposed on an individual, including a description of any efforts the public 
health authority made to obtain the individual's voluntary compliance with 
isolation or quarantine before filing the petition. 

 
Iowa 

 
 Iowa Code § 136.3 

o Authority. The state board of health shall provide a forum for the 
development of public health policy in the state of Iowa and shall have the 
following powers and duties: Prevention of epidemics and the spread of 
disease, including communicable and infectious diseases such as zoonotic 
diseases, quarantine and isolation, sexually transmitted diseases, and 
antitoxins and vaccines. 

 Iowa Code § 139A.25 
o Penalties. Unless otherwise provided in this chapter, a person who knowingly 

violates any provision of this chapter, or of the rules of the department or a 
local board, or any lawful order, written or oral, of the department or board, 
or of their officers or authorized agents, is guilty of a simple misdemeanor. 

 Iowa Code § 139A.4; 199A.5; 139A.13 
o Police Power & Limitations: Area quarantine or isolation must be imposed by 

the least restrictive means necessary to prevent the spread of disease. A 
person subject to forced quarantine or isolation may employ, at the person's 
own expense, a health care professional of the person's choice. 

 
Kansas 

 
 Kan. Stat. Ann. § 65-119, 126  

o Authority. Any county or joint board of health or local health officer having 
knowledge of any infectious or contagious disease, or of a death from such 
disease, within their jurisdiction, shall immediately exercise and maintain a 
supervision over such case or cases during their continuance, seeing that all 
such cases are properly cared for and that the provisions of this act as to 
isolation, restriction of communication, quarantine and disinfection are duly 
enforced. 

 Kan. Stat. Ann. § 65-129 
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o Penalties. Anyone who knowingly conceals a contagious disease or breaks 
quarantine or isolation is guilty of a class C misdemeanor. 

 Kan. Stat. Ann. § 65-129b, 129c 
o Police Power & Limitations. An individual or group of individuals isolated or 

quarantined under this section may request a hearing in district court 
contesting the isolation or quarantine, as provided in article 15 of chapter 60 
of the Kansas Statutes Annotated. The court shall grant the request for relief 
unless the court determines that the isolation or quarantine order is 
necessary and reasonable to prevent or reduce the spread of the disease or 
outbreak believed to have been caused by the exposure to an infectious or 
contagious disease. 

 
Louisiana 

 
 La. Rev. Stat. § 29:764 

o Authority. The state health officer has exclusive authority to isolate or 
quarantine to prevent the spread of contagious disease. If a parish becomes 
infected with a disease to the degree that it threatens to spread to another 
parish, the state health officer can quarantine that parish. Parish health 
officers may establish quarantine only with permission of the state health 
officer and parish legislative body, and shall be supervised by the state 
health officer. 

 La. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 40:6 
o Penalties. Whoever violates those provisions of the sanitary code dealing with 

the isolation or quarantine of communicable disease, or any person having 
such a communicable disease that may cause a severe health hazard to the 
community and who, after having been officially isolated or quarantined by 
any local health officer or by the state health officer or the duly authorized 
representative of either health officer, violates the provisions of the isolation 
or quarantine shall be fined not less than $50 nor more than $100 or be 
imprisoned for not more than two years, or both. 

 
Maine 

 
 Maine Rev. Stat. tit. 22 § 802(2) 

o Authority. In the event of an actual or threatened epidemic or public health 
threat, the department may declare that a health emergency exists and may 
adopt emergency rules for the protection of the public health relating to 
procedures for the isolation and placement of infected persons for purposes of 
care and treatment or infection control. 

 Maine Rev. Stat. Ann. tit. 22 § 804 
o Penalties. Penalties. Any person who neglects, violates or refuses to obey the 

rules, or who willfully obstructs or hinders the execution of the rules, may be 
ordered by the department, in writing, to cease and desist. In the case of any 
person who refuses to obey a cease and desist order issued to enforce the 
rules adopted pursuant to section 802, the department may bring an action in 
district court to obtain an injunction enforcing the cease and desist order or 
to request a civil fine not to exceed $500, or both. 
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 Maine Rev. Stat. Ann. tit. 22 § 810 
o Police Power & Limitations. Upon the department's submission of an 

affidavit showing by clear and convincing evidence that the person or 
property which is the subject of the petition requires immediate custody in 
order to avoid a clear and immediate public health threat, a judge of the 
district court or justice of the Superior Court may grant temporary custody of 
the subject of the petition to the department and may order specific 
emergency care, treatment or evaluation. 

 
Maryland 

 
 Md. Ann. § Code 18-906 

o Authority. When the secretary of health determines that it is medically 
necessary and reasonable to prevent or reduce the spread of the disease or 
outbreak believed to have been caused by the exposure to a deadly agent, 
may order an individual or group of individuals to go to and remain in places 
of isolation or quarantine until the secretary determines that the individual 
no longer poses a substantial risk of transmitting the disease or condition to 
the public. If a competent individual over the age of 18 refuses vaccination, 
medical examination, treatment or testing under this paragraph, may require 
the individual to go to and remain in places of isolation or quarantine until 
the secretary determines that the individual no longer poses a substantial 
risk of transmitting the disease or condition to the public. 

 Md. Ann. § Code 18-905 
o Penalties. A person who knowingly and willfully fails to comply with any 

order, regulation or directive is guilty of a misdemeanor and on conviction is 
subject to imprisonment not exceeding one year or a fine not exceeding 
$3,000, or both. If a health care facility fails to comply with an order, 
regulation or directive, the secretary may impose a civil penalty not to exceed 
$3,000 for each offense. 

 Md. Ann. § Code 18-907 
o Police Power & Limitations.  Individuals should be informed of quarantine 

directive through best means available and have a hearing to contest the 
directive. 

 
Massachusetts 

 
 Mass. Gen. Laws ch. 111 § 95 

o Authority. If a disease dangerous to the public health breaks out in a town, or 
if a person is infected or lately has been infected therewith, the board of 
health shall immediately provide such hospital or place of reception and such 
nurses and other assistance and necessaries as is judged best for his 
accommodation and for the safety of the inhabitants, and the same shall be 
subject to the regulations of the board. The board may cause any sick or 
infected person to be removed to such hospital or place, if it can be done 
without danger to his health; otherwise, the house or place in which he 
remains shall be considered as a hospital, and all persons residing in or in 
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any way connected therewith shall be subject to the regulations of the board 
and, if necessary, persons in the neighborhood may be removed. 

 Mass. Gen. Laws ch. 111 § 105 
o Penalties. If a physician or other person who is in any of the hospitals or 

places of reception mentioned in section 95, or who attends, approaches or is 
concerned with them, violates a regulation of the board of health relative 
thereto, he shall forfeit not less than $10 nor more than $100. 

 Mass. Gen. Laws ch. 111 § 94G, 95 
o Police Power and Limitations. When the board of health of a town shall deem 

it necessary, in the interest of the public health, to require a resident wage 
earner to remain within such house or place or otherwise to interfere with the 
following of his employment, he shall receive from such town during the 
period of his restraint compensation to the extent of three-fourths of his 
regular wages, provided that the amount so received shall not exceed $2 for 
each working day. 

 
Michigan 

 
o Mich. Comp. Laws § 333.2453 

o Authority. The local health officer may issue an emergency order to prohibit 
the gathering of people for any purpose and may establish procedures to be 
followed by persons, including a local governmental entity, during the 
epidemic to ensure continuation of essential public health services and 
enforcement of health laws. Emergency procedures shall not be limited to this 
code. 

o Mich. Comp. Laws § 333.5207 
o Police Power & Limitations. An individual temporarily detained under 

subsection (1) shall not be detained longer than 72 hours, excluding 
Saturdays, Sundays, and legal holidays, without a court hearing to determine 
if the temporary detention should continue. 

 
Minnesota 

o MN Stat. 144.419-144.4196 
o Authority. When necessary the commissioner of the Department of Health 

may establish and enforce a system of quarantine against the introduction 
into the state of any plague or other communicable disease by common 
carriers doing business across its borders. 

o MN Stat. 144.14 
o Penalties. When necessary the commissioner may establish and enforce a 

system of quarantine against the introduction into the state of any plague or 
other communicable disease by common carriers doing business across its 
borders. Its members, officers, and agents may board any conveyance used by 
such carriers to inspect the same and, if such conveyance be found infected, 
may detain the same and isolate and quarantine any or all persons found 
thereon, with their luggage, until all danger of communication of disease 
therefrom is removed. 

o MN Stat. 144.419 
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o Police Power & Limitations. Isolation and quarantine must be by the least 
restrictive means necessary to prevent the spread of a communicable or 
potentially communicable disease to others and may include, but are not 
limited to, confinement to private homes or other private or public premises. 
Isolated and quarantined individuals must be immediately released when 
they pose no known risk of transmitting a communicable or potentially 
communicable disease to others. 

o Before isolating or quarantining a person or group of persons, the 
commissioner of health shall obtain a written, ex parte order authorizing the 
isolation or quarantine from the District Court of Ramsey County, the county 
where the person or group of persons is located, or a county adjoining the 
county where the person or group of persons is located. 

o MN Stat. 144.4195 
o Due Process For Isolation or Quarantine of Persons. Notwithstanding 

subdivision 1, the commissioner of health may by directive isolate or 
quarantine a person or group of persons without first obtaining a written, ex 
parte order from the court if a delay in isolating or quarantining the person 
or group of persons would significantly jeopardize the commissioner of 
health's ability to prevent or limit the transmission of a communicable or 
potentially communicable life-threatening disease to others. 

 
Mississippi 

 
o Miss. Code Ann. § 41-23-5 (2013)  

o Authority. The state department of health shall have the authority to 
investigate and control the causes of epidemic, infectious and other disease 
affecting the public health, including the authority to establish, maintain and 
enforce isolation and quarantine, and in pursuance thereof, to exercise such 
physical control over property and individuals as the department may find 
necessary for the protection of the public health. 

o Miss. Code Ann. § 41-23-1, 41-23-2  
o Penalties. Failure by a medical professional to report a communicable disease 

is grounds for loss of medical license. Any person who shall knowingly and 
willfully violate the lawful order of the county, district or state health officer 
where that person is afflicted with a life-threatening communicable disease 
or the causative agent thereof shall be guilty of a felony and, upon conviction, 
shall be punished by a fine not exceeding $5,000 or by imprisonment in the 
penitentiary for not more than five years, or by both. 

 
Missouri 

 
o Mo. 19 CSR 20-20.050 (2008) 

o Authority. The local health authority, the director of the Department of 
Health or the director’s designated representative shall require isolation of a 
patient or animal with a communicable disease, quarantine of contacts, 
concurrent and terminal disinfection, or modified forms of these procedures 
necessary for the protection of the public health. 

o Mo. Rev. Stat. § 192.320  
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o Penalties. Any person or persons who shall leave any isolation hospital or 
quarantined house or place without the consent of the health officer having 
jurisdiction, or who evades or breaks quarantine or knowingly conceals a case 
of contagious, infectious or communicable disease, or who removes, destroys, 
obstructs from view or tears down any quarantine card, cloth or notice posted 
by the attending physician or by the health officer, or by direction of a proper 
health officer, shall be deemed guilty of a class A misdemeanor. 

 
Montana 

 
o Mont. Code Ann.  § 50-1-204 (2003)  

o Authority. The department may adopt and enforce quarantine measures 
against a state, county or municipality to prevent the spread of 
communicable disease. If found necessary or desirable to protect public 
health, state and local health officers or their authorized deputies or agents 
shall isolate or quarantine persons who refuse examination or treatment. 
Local boards may quarantine persons who have communicable diseases. 
Local health officers or their authorized representatives shall establish and 
maintain quarantine and isolation measures as enacted by the local board of 
health. 

o Mont. Code Ann.  § 50-1-204 (2003)  
o Penalties. A person who does not comply with quarantine measures shall, on 

conviction, be fined not less than $10 or more than $100. 
 

Nebraska 
 

o Neb. Rev. Stat. § 71-501 
o Authority. The county boards of the counties shall make and enforce 

regulations to prevent the introduction and spread of contagious, infectious 
and malignant diseases in their respective counties. To that end a board of 
health shall be created, consisting of three members. The sheriff shall be 
chairperson and quarantine officer. 

o Neb. Rev. Stat. § 81-601 
o The Department of Health and Human Services Regulation and Licensure 

shall have general supervision and control over matters relating to public 
health and sanitation and shall provide for examination as provided in 
section 81-602 and have supervision over all matters of quarantine and 
quarantine regulations. 

o Neb. Rev. Stat. § 71-506 
o Penalties. Any person violating any of the provisions of sections 71-501 to 71-

505, 71-507 to 71-513, or 71-514.01 to 71-514.05 or section 71-531 shall be 
guilty of a Class V misdemeanor for each offense, except that any person who 
willfully or maliciously discloses, except as provided by law, the content of 
any reports, notifications, or resulting investigations made under section 71-
502 and subject to the confidentiality provisions of section 71-503.01 shall be 
guilty of a Class III misdemeanor. The Attorney General or the county 
attorney may, in accordance with the laws of the state governing injunctions 
and other process, maintain an action in the name of the state against any 
person or any private or public entity for violating sections 71-501 to 71-505, 
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71-507 to 71-513, or 71-514.01 to 71-514.05 or section 71-531 and the rules 
and regulations adopted and promulgated under such sections. 

 
 
NRS 441A.510-NRS 441A.-590 
Isolation and Quarantine of Persons or Groups of Persons 
 
NRS 441A.510 
Authority. 1. If a health authority isolates, quarantines or treats a person or group of 
persons infected with, exposed to, or reasonably believed by a health authority to have been 
infected with or exposed to a communicable disease, the authority must isolate, quarantine 
or treat the person or group of persons in the manner set forth in NRS 441A.510 to 
441A.720, inclusive. 
      2.  A health authority shall provide each person whom it isolates or quarantines 
pursuant to NRS 441A.510 to 441A.720, inclusive, with a document informing the person of 
his or her rights. The Board shall adopt regulations: 
      (a) Setting forth the rights of a person who is isolated or quarantined that must be 
included in the document provided pursuant to this subsection; and 
      (b) Specifying the time and manner in which the document must be provided pursuant 
to this subsection. 
 
NRS 441A.180 
Penalties.  1. A person who has a communicable disease in an infectious state shall not 
conduct himself or herself in any manner likely to expose others to the disease or engage in 
any occupation in which it is likely that the disease will be transmitted to others. 
      2. A health authority who has reason to believe that a person is in violation of 
subsection 1 shall issue a warning to that person, in writing, informing the person of the 
behavior which constitutes the violation and of the precautions that the person must take 
to avoid exposing others to the disease. The warning must be served upon the person by 
delivering a copy to him or her. 
      3. A person who violates the provisions of subsection 1 after service upon him or her of 
a warning from a health authority is guilty of a misdemeanor. 
 
NRS 441A.580 
 Police Power & Limitations.  1.  No application or certificate authorized under NRS 
441A.560 or 441A.570 may be considered if made by a person on behalf of a medical facility 
or by a health authority, physician, physician assistant licensed pursuant to chapter 630 or 
633 of NRS or registered nurse who is related by blood or marriage to the person alleged to 
have been infected with or exposed to a communicable disease, or who is financially 
interested, in a manner that would be prohibited pursuant to NRS 439B.425 if the 
application or certificate were deemed a referral, in a medical facility in which the person 
alleged to have been infected with or exposed to a communicable disease is to be detained. 
     2.  No application or certificate of any health authority or person authorized under NRS 
441A.560 or 441A.570 may be considered unless it is based on personal observation, 
examination or epidemiological investigation of the person or group of persons alleged to 
have been infected with or exposed to a communicable disease made by such health 
authority or person not more than 72 hours before the making of the application or 
certificate. The certificate must set forth in detail the facts and reasons on which the health 
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authority or person who submitted the certificate pursuant to NRS 441A.570 based his or 
her opinions and conclusions. 
 
N.H. Rev. Stat. Ann. §§ 141-C:4, 5  
Authority. The commissioner shall establish, maintain and suspend isolation and 
quarantine to prevent the spread of communicable diseases and order persons who pose a 
threat to the life and health of the public to receive such treatment and care as necessary to 
eliminate the threat. 
 
N.H. Rev. Stat. Ann. §§ 141-C:21  
Penalties. Any person who shall violate, disobey, refuse, omit or neglect to comply with any 
of the provisions of RSA 141-C, or of the rules adopted pursuant to it, shall be guilty of a 
misdemeanor if a natural person, or guilty of a felony if any other person. 
 
N.H. Rev. Stat. Ann. §§ 141-C:11 to C:14  
Police Power and Limitations. Isolation or quarantine shall be by the least restrictive 
means necessary to protect the citizenry which, in the case of an individual, shall be at a 
place of his or her choosing unless the commissioner determines such place to be 
impractical or unlikely to adequately protect the public health. The commissioner may, in 
ordering isolation or quarantine of persons, require that treatment be obtained. 
 

New Jersey 
 
N.J. Stat. § 26:4-2 (2005)  
Authority. In order to prevent the spread of disease, the state department of health, and the 
local boards of health within their respective jurisdictions and subject to the state sanitary 
code, shall have power to maintain and enforce proper and sufficient quarantine, wherever 
deemed necessary. 
 
N.J. Stat. §§ 26:4-129 (1918)  
Penalties. Except as otherwise specifically provided in this chapter, a person who violates 
any of the provisions of this chapter, or fails to perform any duty imposed by this chapter at 
the time and in the manner provided, shall be liable  to a penalty of not less than ten nor 
more than one hundred dollars for each  offense. 
 
N.J. Stat. §§ 26:4-3 (1893)  
Police Power and Limitations. Whenever the state department or a local board, in order to 
prevent the spread of communicable disease, destroys any goods, the state treasurer or local 
treasurer, as the case may be, shall pay to the owner of the goods, or his legal 
representatives, the sum so certified. 
 
N.J. Stat. § 26:13-16 (2005)  
Job Protection. Any person who has been placed in isolation or quarantine pursuant to an 
order of the commissioner and who at the time of quarantine or isolation was in the employ 
of any public or private employer, other than a temporary position, shall be reinstated to 
such employment or to a position of like seniority, status and pay. 
 

New Mexico 
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N.M. Stat. Ann. § 24-1-3  
Authority. The Department of Health has authority to establish, maintain and enforce 
isolation and quarantine. The department of health may establish or require isolation or 
quarantine of any animal, person, institution, community or region. 
 
N.M. Stat. Ann. § 24-1-15  
Isolation or quarantine authorized. The secretary of health may isolate or quarantine a 
person as necessary during a public health emergency, using the procedures set forth in the 
Public Health Emergency Response Act. 
 
N.M. Stat. Ann. § 12-10A-10  
Penalties. The secretary of health, the secretary of public safety or the director may enforce 
the provisions of the Public Health Emergency Response Act by imposing a civil 
administrative penalty of up to $5,000 for each violation of that act. 
 
N.M. Stat. Ann. § 12-10A-8  
Police Power and Limitations. Isolation or quarantine shall be by the least restrictive 
means necessary to protect against the spread of a threatening communicable disease or a 
potentially threatening communicable disease to others and may include confinement to a 
private home or other private or public premises. 
 
N.M. Stat. Ann. § 12-10A-8 C  
Refusal of Treatment. A person isolated or quarantined pursuant to the provisions of the 
Public Health Emergency Response Act has the right to refuse medical treatment, testing, 
physical or mental examination, vaccination, specimen collections and preventive treatment 
programs. 
 
N.M. Stat. Ann. § 24-1-15  
Job Protection. An employer or an agent of an employer shall not discharge from 
employment a person who is placed in isolation or quarantine. 
 

New York City 
 
NYC Health Code Article 3. §3.01 (c)  
Authority. Subject to the provisions of the New York City Health Code or other applicable 
law, the New York City Department of Health and Mental Hygiene may take such action as 
may become necessary to assure the maintenance of public health, the prevention of 
disease, or the safety of the city and its residents. 
 
NYC Health Code Article 11. §11.17  
Police Power and Limitations. 
(a) It shall be the duty of an attending physician, or a person in charge of a hospital, clinic, 
nursing home or other medical facility to isolate a case, carrier, suspect case or suspect 
carrier of diphtheria, rubella (German measles), influenza with pandemic potential, 
invasive meningococcal disease, measles, monkeypox, mumps, pertussis, poliomyelitis, 
pneumonic form of plague, severe or novel coronavirus, vancomycin intermediate or 
resistant Staphylococcus aureus (VISA/VRSA), smallpox, tuberculosis (active), vaccinia 
disease, viral hemorrhagic fever or any other contagious disease that in the opinion of the 
commissioner may pose an imminent and significant threat to the public health, in a 
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manner consistent with recognized infection control principles and isolation procedures in 
accordance with state Department of Health regulations or guidelines pending further 
action by the commissioner or designee. 
(b) Whenever the person in charge of a shelter, group residence, correctional facility or 
other place providing medical care on-site is not capable of implementing appropriate 
isolation precautions for the specific disease, upon discovering a case, carrier, suspect case 
or suspect carrier of a contagious disease of the kind as set forth in subdivision (a), such 
person in charge shall mask such individual, if indicated, and shall isolate the individual by 
placing him or her in a single room as instructed by the department until such time as the 
individual can be transported to an appropriate healthcare facility that is capable of 
implementing appropriate isolation precautions for the specific disease. 
(c) The person in charge of a school, day care facility, camp or other congregate care setting 
with children under the age of 6, homeless shelter, correctional facility, group residence or 
other congregate residential setting providing care or shelter shall, upon discovering a case, 
carrier, suspect case or suspect carrier of a contagious disease set forth in subdivision (a) 
shall mask such person, if indicated, and isolate the individual by placing him or her in a 
single room as instructed by the department until the person can be safely transferred to an 
appropriate medical facility for evaluation. 
(d) A case, contact, carrier or suspect case, contact or carrier of a contagious disease set 
forth in subdivision (a) who is not hospitalized may, in accordance with the provisions of 
subdivision (k) of §11.23 of this article, be ordered by the department to remain in isolation 
or quarantine at home or other residence of his or her choosing that is acceptable to the 
department, under such conditions and for such duration as the department may specify to 
prevent transmission of the disease to others. 
 
NYC Health Code Article 11. §11.31  
Penalties. (a) No person shall intentionally or negligently cause or promote the spread of 
disease: 
(1) By failure to observe, or by improper observance of, applicable requirements of isolation, 
quarantine, exclusion, treatment or other preventive measures, or by failing to take other 
precautions in caring for cases or carriers, or suspect cases or carriers of a contagious 
disease; or 
 
  
 
(2) By unnecessarily exposing himself or herself to other persons, knowing himself or 
herself to be a case or carrier, or suspect case or carrier of a contagious disease; or, 
 (3) By unnecessarily exposing a person in his or her charge or under his or her care, 
knowing such person to be a case or carrier or suspect case or carrier of a contagious 
disease, to other persons; or, 
 (4) By unnecessarily exposing a person in his or her charge or under his or her care to 
another person who is known to be a case or carrier, or suspect case or carrier of a 
contagious disease; or, 
 (5) By unnecessarily exposing the remains of a person in his or her charge or under his or 
her care, knowing such person to have been a case or carrier or suspect case or carrier of a 
contagious disease at the time of his or her death, to other persons. 
 

New York 
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N.Y. Public Health Law § 2100  
Authority. Every local board of health and every health officer may provide for care and 
isolation of cases of communicable disease in a hospital or elsewhere when necessary for 
protection of the public health. 
 
N.Y. Public Health Law § 2120  
Penalties. 1. Whenever a complaint is made by a physician to a health officer that any 
person is afflicted with a communicable disease or is a carrier of typhoid fever, tuberculosis, 
diphtheria or other communicable disease and is unable or unwilling to conduct himself and 
to live in such a manner as not to expose members of his family or household or other 
persons with whom he may be associated to danger of infection, the health officer shall 
forthwith investigate the circumstances alleged. 2. If the health officer finds after 
investigation that a person so afflicted is a menace to others, he shall make and file a 
complaint against such person with a magistrate, and on such complaint the said person 
shall be brought before such magistrate. 3. The magistrate after due notice and a hearing, if 
satisfied that the complaint of the health officer is well-founded and that the afflicted 
person is a source of danger to others, may commit the said person to any hospital or 
institution established for the care of persons suffering from any such communicable 
disease or maintaining a room, ward or wards for such persons. 4. In making such 
commitment the magistrate shall make such order for payment for the care and 
maintenance of the person committed as he may deem proper. 5. A person who is 
committed pursuant to the provisions of this section shall be deemed to be committed until 
discharged in the manner authorized by section 2,123 of this chapter. See more at: 
http://codes.lp.findlaw.com/nycode/PBH/21/2/2120#sthash.pK1brPk2.dpuf 
 
N.Y. Public Health Law § 2120  
Police Power and Limitations. The magistrate after due notice and a hearing, if satisfied 
that the complaint of the health officer is well-founded and that the afflicted person is a 
source of danger to others, may commit the said person to any hospital or institution 
established for the care of persons suffering from any such communicable disease or 
maintaining a room, ward or wards for such persons. 
 

North Carolina 
 
N.C. Gen. Stat. § 130A-145  
Authority. The state health director and a local health director are empowered to exercise 
quarantine and isolation authority. 
 
N.C. Gen. Stat. § 130A-41, 130A-45 to 130A-45.6  
Police Power and Limitations. Quarantine or isolation can be imposed for 30 days. The 
individual so restricted can challenge the order in superior court. The period of restriction 
can be increased a further 30 days if still necessary for protection of public health by 
petition to the superior court. 
 

North Dakota 
 
ND Cent. Code § 23-07-06-02 (1) 
Authority. The state health officer or any local health officer may order any person or group 
into confinement by a written directive if there are reasonable grounds to believe that the 
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person or group is infected with any communicable disease, the state health officer or local 
health officer determines that the person or group poses a substantial threat to the public 
health, and confinement is necessary and is the least restrictive alternative to protect or 
preserve the public health. 
 
ND Cent. Code § 23-07-06-02(3) 
Penalties. Persons subject to isolation or quarantine shall obey the health officer's rules and 
orders and must not go beyond the isolation or quarantine premises. Failure to obey these 
provisions is a class B misdemeanor. 
 
ND Cent. Code § 23-07-06-02 (4)b  
A person, other than a person authorized by the state or local health officer, must not enter 
isolation or quarantine premises. Failure to obey this provision is a class B misdemeanor. 
 
ND Cent. Code § 23-07-06-08 
Police Power & Limitations. The state or a local health officer, within that officer's 
jurisdiction, may temporarily isolate or quarantine an individual or groups of individuals 
through a written directive if delay in imposing the isolation or quarantine would 
significantly jeopardize the health officer's ability to prevent or limit the transmission of a 
contagious or possibly contagious disease to others. 
 
ND Cent. Code § 23-07-06-08  
At a hearing conducted under this chapter, the health officer who ordered confinement has 
the burden of showing by a preponderance of the evidence that the respondent is infected 
with a communicable disease, poses a substantial threat to the public health, and that 
confinement Page No. 3 of the respondent is necessary and is the least restrictive 
alternative to protect or preserve the public health. 
 

Ohio 
 
Ohio R.C. § 3701.13 
Authority. The department of health shall have supervision of all matters relating to the 
preservation of the life and health of the people and have ultimate authority in matters of 
quarantine and isolation, which it may declare and enforce, when neither exists, and 
modify, relax, or abolish, when either has been established. 
 
Ohio R.C. § 3707.08  
When a person known to have been exposed to a communicable disease declared 
quarantinable by the board of health of a city or general health district or the department 
of health is reported within its jurisdiction, the board shall at once restrict such person to 
his place of residence or other suitable place, prohibit entrance to or exit from such place 
without the board's written permission in such manner as to prevent effective contact with 
individuals not so exposed, and enforce such restrictive measures as are prescribed by the 
department. 
 
Ohio R.C. § 3707.15 
Penalties. Any person that employs an alien who is not legally present in the United States 
and has a contagious or infectious disease contracted before or during employment shall 
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pay to the municipal corporation, township, or county in which the alien is employed any 
expense caused by the contagious or infectious disease. 
 
Ohio R.C. § 3707.09 
Police Power & Limitations. The board of health of a city or general health district may 
employ as many persons as are necessary to execute its orders and properly guard any 
house or place containing any person affected with or exposed to a communicable disease 
declared quarantinable by the board or the department of health. The persons employed 
shall be sworn in as quarantine guards, shall have police powers, and may use all necessary 
means to enforce sections 3707.01 to 3707.53, inclusive, of the Revised Code, for the 
prevention of contagious or infectious disease, or the orders of any board made in pursuance 
thereof. 
 
Ohio R.C. § 3707.31  
When great emergency exists, the board of health of a city or general health district may 
seize, occupy, and temporarily use for a quarantine hospital a suitable vacant house or 
building within its jurisdiction. The board of a district within which is located a municipal 
corporation having a quarantine hospital shall have exclusive control of such hospital. 
 

Oklahoma 
 
Okla. Stat. Title 63 § 1-502(a) 
Authority. The State Board of Health shall have authority to adopt such rules and 
regulations, not inconsistent with law, as it deems necessary to aid in the prevention and 
control of communicable disease. 
 
Okla. Stat. Title 63 § 1-504(a)  
Whenever a local health officer determines or suspects that a person has been exposed to 
and may be incubating a communicable disease of public health concern, the local health 
officer may impose a quarantine upon such person and require such person to remain out of 
public contact and in the place or premises where such person usually stays. Notice thereof 
shall be given in accordance with the rules and regulations of the State Board of Health. 
 
Okla. Stat. Title 21 § 48-1195 
Penalties. Every person who having been lawfully ordered by any health officer to be 
detained in quarantine and not having been discharged leaves the quarantine grounds or 
willfully violates any quarantine law or regulation, is guilty of a misdemeanor. 
 
Okla. Stat. Title 63 § 1-504(c) 
Police Power & Limitations. District courts shall be authorized to grant injunctive relief, 
including temporary injunctions and temporary restraining orders, to compel compliance 
with a quarantine or isolation order issued by a local health officer pursuant to this section. 
 

Oregon 
 
Or. Rev. Stat. § 433.121 (1) 
Authority. The public health director or a local public health administrator may issue an 
emergency administrative order causing a person or group of persons to be placed in 
isolation or quarantine if the public health director or the local public health administrator 
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has probable cause to believe that a person or group of persons requires immediate 
detention in order to avoid a clear and immediate danger to others and that considerations 
of safety do not allow initiation of the petition process set out in ORS 433.123. 
 
Or. Rev. Stat. § 433.123 (13) 
Penalties. Failure to obey a court order issued under this section subjects the person in 
violation of the order to contempt proceedings under ORS 33.015 to 33.155. 
 
Or. Rev. Stat. § 433.121 (1-6) 
Police Power & Limitations. Provides requirements for issuing an emergency 
administrative order and a system for petitioning the court for an ex parte order. 
 

Pennsylvania 
 
Pa. Code Title 28 § 27.60 (A) 
Authority. The Department or local health authority shall direct isolation of a person or an 
animal with a communicable disease or infection; surveillance, segregation, quarantine or 
modified quarantine of contacts of a person or an animal with a communicable disease or 
infection; and any other disease control measure the Department or the local health 
authority considers to be appropriate for the surveillance of disease, when the disease 
control measure is necessary to protect the public from the spread of infectious agents. 
 
Pa. Code Title 28 § 27.61  
The Department or local health authority shall ensure that instructions are given to the 
case or persons responsible for the care of the case and to members of the household or 
appropriate living quarters, defining the area within which the case is to be isolated and 
identifying the measures to be taken to prevent the spread of disease. 
 
Pa. Code Title 28 § 27.65 1-2 
Police Power & Limitations.  If the disease is one which the Department, or a local health 
authority which is also an LMRO, determines to require the quarantine of contacts in 
addition to isolation of the case, the Department or local health officer of the LMRO shall 
determine which contacts shall be quarantined, specify the place to which they shall be 
quarantined, and issue appropriate instructions. 
 

Rhode Island 
 
R.I. Gen. Laws § 23-8-4 
Authority (General). If the state director of health, or his or her duly authorized agent, 
determines, upon investigation, that a threat to the public health exists because any person 
is suffering, or appears to be suffering, from a communicable disease, the director or his or 
her authorized agent may cause that person to be confined, in some proper place, for the 
purpose of isolation or quarantine, until the threat to the public health has abated. 
 
R.I. Gen. Laws §§ 23-8-18  
Authority (Governor). The power to establish quarantine in this state shall also be vested in 
the governor; and whenever the governor shall deem it advisable for the preservation of 
public health and the prevention of the spread of infectious diseases, he or she may, by 
proclamation, place under quarantine the whole state or that portion of the state that he or 
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she may deem necessary, and he or she shall authorize and empower the state director of 
health to take any action and make and enforce any rules and regulations that may be 
deemed necessary to prevent the introduction and restrict the spread of infectious diseases 
in the state. 
 
R.I. Gen. Laws § 23-8-21  
Authority (Local). It shall be the duty of the several city and town councils to require their 
officers to enforce the rules and regulations mentioned and referred to in this section within 
their respective cities and towns. 
 
R.I. Gen. Laws § 23-8-7 
Penalties. Any person who is confined by the director or his or her authorized agent under 
the provision of § 23-8-4 and who violates that confinement shall be punished by a fine of 
not more than $50 or by imprisonment for not more than 90 days, or both. 
 
R.I. Gen. Laws § 23-8-21 
Any person knowingly violating any of those rules and regulations so made and established 
shall, upon conviction, be fined not more than $50 or be imprisoned not more than two 
years. 
 
R.I. Gen. Laws § 23-8-4 
Police Power & Limitations. Orders under this chapter shall be in accordance with the 
procedures for compliance order and immediate compliance orders set forth in §§ 23-1-20 – 
23-1-24. A person subject to quarantine under this section shall be entitled to file a petition 
for relief from such order at any time, included, but not limited to, a petition based upon 
compliance with a treatment under less restrictive alternatives. 
 

South Carolina 
 
S.C. Code Ann. § 44-4-530 
Authority. During a public health emergency, DHEC may isolate or quarantine an 
individual or groups of individuals. 
 
S.C. Code Ann. § 44-4-530 (C) 
Penalties. A person subject to isolation or quarantine must comply with DHEC's rules and 
orders, and must not go beyond the isolation or quarantine premises. Failure to comply 
with these rules and orders constitutes a felony and, upon conviction, a person must be 
fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than 30 days, or both. 
 
S.C. Code Ann. § 44-1-80 
Police Power & Limitations. The Board of Health and Environmental Control or its 
designated agents shall investigate the reported causes of communicable or epidemic 
disease and shall enforce or prescribe such preventive measures as may be needed to 
suppress or prevent the spread of such diseases by proper quarantine or other measures of 
prevention, as may be necessary to protect the citizens of the state. All sheriffs and 
constables in the several counties of this state and police officers and health officers of cities 
and towns shall aid and assist the director of the Department of Health and Environmental 
Control and shall carry out and obey his orders, or those of the Department of Health and 
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Environmental Control, to enforce and carry out any and all restrictive measures and 
quarantine regulations that may be prescribed. 
 
S.C. Code Ann. § 44-4-540 (B) 4  
DHEC may temporarily isolate or quarantine an individual or groups of individuals 
through an emergency order signed by the commissioner or his designee, if delay in 
imposing the isolation or quarantine would significantly jeopardize DHEC's ability to 
prevent or limit the transmission of a contagious or possibly contagious disease to others. 
Within 10 days after issuing the emergency order, DHEC must file a petition for a court 
order authorizing the continued isolation or quarantine of the isolated or quarantined 
individual or groups of individuals, for a maximum of 30 days per granted order. 
 

South Dakota 
 
S.D. Codified Laws Ann. § 34-1-17 
Authority. The Department of Health may adopt and enforce orders and rules necessary to 
preserve and protect the public health and may regulate, control and, in proper cases, 
prohibit and suppress: the treatment in hospitals and elsewhere of persons suffering from 
communicable diseases, the disinfection and quarantine of persons and places in case of 
such disease, and the reporting of sickness and deaths therefrom. 
 
S.D. Codified Laws Ann. §§ 34-22-5 
Penalties. Every person who intentionally exposes himself or another person infected with 
any contagious disease in any public place or thoroughfare, except in his necessary removal 
in a manner not dangerous to the public health, is guilty of a Class 2 misdemeanor. 
 

Tennessee 
 
Tenn. Code Ann. § 68-1-201; Tenn. Code Ann. § 68-1-204 
 
Authority. The commissioner of health, appointed by the governor, has the power to declare 
quarantine whenever he or she determines the welfare of the public requires it. The 
commissioner has the authority to prescribe rules and regulations deemed proper for the 
prevention of epidemic diseases in the state. In the event of an emergency or disaster that 
involves the outbreaks of disease that present a danger of an epidemic, the commissioner 
shall make appropriate recommendations to the governor for actions under this title and 
title 58, chapter 2, to allocate all available heath care resources in the affected areas for 
immediate and long-term health care needs of the affected populations. 
 
Tenn. Code Ann. § 68-2-609  
The county health officer is empowered to order the quarantine of any place or person if the 
county health officer finds that such control is necessary to protect the public health from 
an epidemic. 
 
Tenn. Code Ann. § 68-9-201 et. seq.  
The commissioner and all state, district, county or municipal health officers are authorized, 
directed and empowered to implement control measures that are reasonable and necessary 
to prevent the introduction, transmission and spread of tuberculosis in this state. 
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Tenn. Code Ann. § 68-1-203 
Penalties. Any person who willfully disregards or evades quarantine, or violates any rule or 
regulation made in attempting to prevent the spread of any epidemic disease, commits a 
Class B misdemeanor. 
 

Texas 
 
Texas Health and Safety Code § 81.001 et seq. 
Authority. The executive commissioner is responsible for the general statewide 
administration of the control and prevention of communicable disease in the state. The 
commissioner may impose an area quarantine, if he or she has reasonable cause to believe 
that individuals or property in the area may be infected or contaminated with a 
communicable disease, for the period necessary to determine whether an outbreak of 
communicable disease has occurred. A health authority may impose a quarantine only 
within the boundaries of the health authority's jurisdiction. The department, or the local 
health department having jurisdiction over the location where an individual who is subject 
to supervision is found, may issue an order for the individual's temporary involuntary 
treatment, quarantine or isolation. 
 
Texas Health and Safety Code §§ 122.005, 122.006  
A home-rule municipality may adopt rules to protect the health of persons in the 
municipality, including quarantine rules to protect the residents against communicable 
disease. 
 
Texas Health and Safety Code § 81.085 (h) 
Penalties. A person commits an offense if the person knowingly fails or refuses to obey a 
rule, order or instruction of the department or an order or instruction of a health authority 
issued under a department rule and published during an area quarantine under this 
section. An offense under this subsection is a felony of the third degree. 
 
Texas Health and Safety Code § 81.083; § 81.085 
 
Police Power & Limitations. The state, a county or a hospital district shall pay for medical 
expenses if an individual is indigent and cannot pay and if that individual is not eligible for 
benefits under an insurance contract. In addition to the rights of an individual described in 
Subsections (1) and (2), an individual subject to an order of restriction may not be 
terminated from employment if the reason for termination is based solely on the fact that 
the individual is or was subject to an order of restriction. 
 

Utah 
 
Utah Code Ann. § 26-6b et seq. 
Authority. The Department of Health may adopt rules as necessary to administer the 
provisions of this chapter, applicable to the involuntary examination, treatment, isolation, 
and quarantine actions applied to individuals or groups of individuals by the department or 
a local health department. 
 
Utah Code Ann. § 26-6b-9 
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Police Power & Limitations. If a local health department obtains approval from the 
Department of Health, the costs that the local health department would otherwise have to 
bear for examination, quarantine, isolation, and treatment ordered under the provisions of 
this chapter shall be paid by the Department of Health to the extent that the individual is 
unable to pay and that other sources and insurance do not pay. 
 

Vermont 
 

Vt. Stat. Ann. tit. 18 § 1004 
Authority. A physician who knows or suspects that a person whom he or she has been 
called to attend is sick or has died of a communicable disease dangerous to the public 
health shall immediately quarantine and report to the health officer the place where such 
case exists, but if the attending physician, at the time of his or her first visit, is unable to 
make a specific diagnosis, he or she may quarantine the premises temporarily and until a 
specific diagnosis is made, and post thereon a card upon which the word "quarantine" 
should be plainly written or printed. Such quarantine shall continue in force until the 
health officer examines and quarantines as is provided in this title. 
 
Vt. Stat. Ann. tit. 18 § 1004a  
The commissioner of health shall have the power to quarantine a person diagnosed or 
suspected of having a disease dangerous to the public health. 
 

Virginia 
 
Va. Code § 32.1-42 et. seq. 
Authority. The Board of Health may promulgate regulations and orders to meet any 
emergency or to prevent a potential emergency caused by a disease dangerous to public 
health or any communicable disease of public health threat involved in an order of 
quarantine or isolation pursuant to § 32.1-48.05 et seq. The state health commissioner shall 
have the authority to require quarantine, isolation, immunization, decontamination or 
treatment of any individual or group of individuals when he determines any such measure 
to be necessary to control the spread of any disease of public health importance and the 
authority to issue orders of isolation. 
 

Washington 
 
Wash. Rev. Code §43.20.050 
Authority. The state board of health shall provide a forum for the development of public 
health policy in Washington state, including adopting rules for the imposition and use of 
isolation and quarantine. 
 
Wash. Rev. Code §70.28.033 
Penalties. Inasmuch as the order provided for by RCW 70.28.031, for the control of 
tuberculosis, is for the protection of the public health, any person who, after service upon 
him or her of an order of a health officer directing his or her treatment, isolation or 
examination as provided for in RCW 70.28.031, violates or fails to comply with the same or 
any provision thereof, is guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon conviction thereof, in addition 
to any and all other penalties which may be imposed by law upon such conviction, may be 
ordered by the court confined until such order of such health officer shall have been fully 
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complied with or terminated by such health officer, but not exceeding six months from the 
date of passing judgment upon such conviction. 
 
Wash. Rev. Code §70.28.031  
Police Power and Limitations. The state board of health shall adopt rules establishing the 
requirements for due process standards for health officers exercising their authority to 
involuntarily detain, test, treat or isolate persons with suspected or confirmed tuberculosis 
that provide for release from any involuntary detention, testing, treatment or isolation as 
soon as the health officer determines the patient no longer represents a risk to the public's 
health. 
 

West Virginia 
 
W. Va. Code § 16-3-1 et seq. 
Authority. State director of health authority is empowered to quarantine and to enforce 
regulations; state board of health authority to issue regulations to control infectious or 
contagious diseases. The state director of health is empowered to establish and strictly 
maintain quarantine at such places as he or she may deem proper and forbid and prevent 
the assembling of the people in any place, when the state director of health or any county or 
municipal health officer deems that the public health and safety so demand, and the state 
board of health may adopt rules and regulations to obstruct and prevent the introduction or 
spread of smallpox or other communicable or infectious diseases into or within the state, 
and the state director of health shall have the power to enforce these regulations by 
detention and arrest, if necessary. The county board of health of any county may declare 
quarantine therein, or in any particular district or place therein, whenever in their 
judgment it is necessary to prevent the spread of any communicable or infectious disease 
prevalent therein, or to prevent the introduction of any communicable or infectious disease 
prevailing in any other state, county or place, and of any and all persons and things likely 
to spread such infection. 
 
W. Va. Code § 16-3-2 
Penalties. Every person who shall fail or refuse to comply with any order made by such 
board under this section, and every person summoned as such guard who shall, without a 
lawful excuse, fail or refuse to obey the orders and directions of such board in enforcing said 
quarantine, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be fined 
not less than $25 nor more than $200. In cases of emergency or actual necessity, and when 
the county commission or corporate authorities are from any cause unable to meet or to 
provide for the emergency or the necessity of the case, all actual expenditures necessary for 
local and county quarantine, as provided for in this section, shall be certified by the county 
board of health to the county commission, and the whole, or as much thereof as the said 
commission may deem right and proper, shall be paid out of the county treasury. 
 
W. Va. Code § 16-3-1 
Police Power and Limitations. The state director of health shall have power to enter into 
any town, city, factory, railroad train, steamboat or other place whatsoever, and enter upon 
and inspect private property for the purpose of investigating the sanitary and hygienic 
conditions and the presence of cases of infectious diseases, and may, at his discretion, take 
charge of any epidemic or endemic conditions, and enforce such regulations as the state 
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board of health may prescribe. All expenses incurred in controlling any endemic or epidemic 
conditions shall be paid by the county or municipality in which such epidemic occurs. 
 

Wisconsin 
 
Wis. Stat. § 252.06 (1) 
Authority. The department or the local health officer acting on behalf of the department 
may require isolation of the patient or an individual, quarantine of contacts, concurrent and 
terminal disinfection, or modified forms of these procedures as may be necessary, and 
which are determined by the department by rule. 
 
Wis. Stat. § 252.06 (4)(b) 
Penalties. No person, other than a person authorized by the public health authority or 
agent of the public health authority, may enter an isolation or quarantine premises. A 
violation is subject to a fine not to exceed $10,000 or imprisonment not to exceed nine 
months, or both. 
 
Wis. Stat. § 252.06 (10) 
Police Power and Limitations. Expenses for necessary medical care, food and other articles 
needed for the care of the infected person shall be charged against the person or whoever is 
liable for the person's support. 
 

Wyoming 
 
Wyo. Stat § 35-1-240 
Authority. The department of health shall have the following powers and duties: establish, 
maintain and enforce isolation and quarantine, and in pursuance thereof, and for such 
purpose only, to exercise such physical control over property and over the persons of the 
people within this state as the state health officer may find necessary for the protection of 
the public health. 
 
Wyo. Stat § 35-4-104 In case of the existence of any infectious or contagious disease, 
including venereal diseases, that is a menace to public health, or of any epidemic of any 
such disease, the state health officer may, if he deems proper, proceed to the locality where 
such disease exists, and make such investigation as is necessary to ascertain the cause 
therefor, and in case of quarantine established by the county health officer, the state health 
officer shall have power after close personal inspection, to modify or abrogate any or all 
quarantine regulations after the same have been established. 
Wyoming 
 
Wyo. Stat § 35-4-105 
Penalties. Any person or persons confined in any quarantine established in this state under 
the provisions of this act who shall escape therefrom or attempt to escape therefrom, 
without having been dismissed upon the certificate or authority of the county health officer 
may be charged with a crime. Upon conviction of a violation of this section, a person may be 
punished by a fine of not more than $500 or imprisonment for not more than one year. 
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From: Governor's UCG Members <GOHSEP-UCG@LISTSERV.DOA.LA.GOV> on behalf of Raina 
Cazier-wilson <Raina.CazierWilson@la.gov>

Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 6:03 PM
To: GOHSEP-UCG@LISTSERV.DOA.LA.GOV
Subject: GOHSEP SitRep COVID-19 Statewide 3.31.20

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Louisiana Department of Justice.  Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Situational Awareness Report 
31 March 2020 
As of 5:30 p.m. 

  
State EOC Activation Level: Level III 

WebEOC Incident: 20-008 Coronavirus – Statewide – 2020 
State Declaration Proclamation Number: 25 JBE 2020 

For Consolidated Information Sharing: http://emergency.louisiana.gov/ 
  

SITUATION: There is an expanding global outbreak of respiratory disease caused by a novel (new) coronavirus that was 
first detected in China and which has now been detected in more than 100 locations internationally, including in the 
United States. The virus has been named “SARS-CoV-2” and the disease it causes has been named “coronavirus disease 
2019” (abbreviated “COVID-19”). 
 
On March 14, 2020 Governor John Bel Edwards issued a Public Health Emergency. On March 22nd he issued a statewide 
Stay at Home Order that went into effect at 5 pm on March 23, 2020, to further fight of spread of COVID-19 in Louisiana. 

         Click here to read the Governor’s statewide Stay at Home order.  
         Click here to see graphics.  

 
Gov. Edwards has issued a number of other orders designed to mitigate the spread of COVID-19 in Louisiana and flatten 
the curve. They are: 

         March 11: Original declaration of Public Health Emergency, restrictions  
         March 13: Transportation, health care, administrative  
         March 13: Proclamation moving Louisiana’s Elections 
         March 14: Restrictions on establishments, closures, legal deadlines  
         March 19: Education, health care, administrative  

 
There are 5,237 cases of COVID-19 detected in Louisiana as of 3/31/20. (http://ldh.la.gov/coronavirus/) 
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STATE ACTIONS: All agencies are monitoring the situation and are ready to respond as needed. 
UDATES SHOWN IN RED 
 
ESF-05 GOHSEP 

         WebEOC Incident 20-008 Coronavirus – Statewide – 2020 created on 2/03/2020. 
         Crisis Action Team activated on 3/09/2020. 

o   Level III Partial Activation 3/13/20. 
         Coordinating Unified Command Meetings and Conference Calls as needed.   

 
ESF-01 DOTD Transportation 

         Continues to monitor and participate in the Governor's UCG, COVID-19 Housing Task Force, Feeding Task Force 
and Region I Drive-Thru Testing site. 

         Providing transportation/coordination for discharged individuals from identified Observation/Isolation sites. 
o   A total 8 discharged negative individuals were moved from Bayou Segnette site as of 3/21. 

 
ESF-02 Communications 

         State communications system (LWIN) and all commercial communication systems operating normally.   
         Bayou Segnette State Park 

o   97 phones delivered to Bayou Segnette for voice/data. 
o   Quote for TV service at three state park locations received and approved by procurement. Request on 

hold while DCFS surveys the locations and determines how many lines of service are needed at each 
location. 

         Chicot State Park: 
o   100 phones delivered to GOHSEP and picked up by DCFS. 
o   AT&T deployable tower being dispatched from Florida to fill coverage issues for LANG. 

  ETA 6 pm 3/28. 
         Lake Bistineau State Park - 100 phones delivered to GOHSEP and picked up by DCFS. 
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         Morial Convention Center: 
o   Initial communications survey complete. WiFi/Cellular/LWIN coverage available on convention floor.  
o   BCFS Requested 3 Ethernet drops (1 printer 2X phone) for each of the 16 nurse's stations in wing 1&2. 

Coordinating with MCC IT & MCC EOC. 
         Hampton Inn & Suites/MCC EOC: 

o   Gathering requirements for EOC room land-line phone capabilities. 
         ICS205 Communications Plan available in WebEOC. 

 
ESF-03 DOTD Public Works 

         Light set rental vendors have been uploaded to the File Library under the ESF-3 DOTD folder. 
         Secretary Waiver Order - DOTD Disaster Relief for Vehicles Trucks and Loads 3-18-2020 has been signed and 

uploaded to WebEOC. 
o   Reference the DOTD LaGeaux site for this document as well as much more permitting information: 

http://wwwsp.dotd.la.gov/Business/Pages/DOTD_LaGeaux.aspx 
         District 02 (New Orleans) is providing barricades in support of traffic control and POD areas.  
         Districts 02, 61, and 62 are providing light sets to support the Bayou Segnette Observation/Isolation site. 
         District 02 (Shreveport) is providing a portable variable message sign for LSP at Lake Bistineau. 
         District 03 (Lafayette) provided a portable variable message sign to support the Observation/Isolation site at 

Bayou Chicot State Park. 
         District 08 (Alexandria) provided barricades, cones, and message boards to support Christus St. Francis Cabrini 

Hospital at the Rapides Parish Coliseum site. 
 
ESF-04 Firefighting Urban 

         Beginning 3/16, all SFM offices, will be closed to the public.  
o   Final inspection schedules remain unaffected, non-critical annual, maintenance and licensing fire safety 

inspections are being postponed.  
o   Investigation response remains unaffected. 
o   Postponed all training classes scheduled through the month of March. 
o   Transitioning more employees to “work from home” setups 3/23. 

         The SFM is supporting 3 fire departments with Personal Protective Equipment for operations. 
         Isolation Sites 

o   Bayou Segnette site is fully set up with firefighting capabilities 
o   Wrap-around services are complete at Chicot State Park and Lake Bistineau and awaiting residents. 
o   Continuing to provide managerial support to joint shelter management team at Bayou Segnette, Lake 

Bistineau and Chicot State Parks. 
         Deputies are assisting with DPS compound temperature checks. 
         SFM is directing fire departments/districts to WebEOC for PPE logistics support and coordinating emergency 

PPE stock to respond. 
         More than 40 SFM personnel assigned to COVID-19 related missions, collaborating on those missions with LSP, 

ATC and Dept. of Probation and Parole 3/20. 
         Acquired a healthy cache of PPE for deputies and FD’s in need. 
         SFM will be increasing home fire safety messaging this week to both provide families the guidance to check 

their homes for fire hazards and educate families on fire prevention efforts like smoke alarm checks and at-
home fire drill/escape plans. 

         Considering issuing statewide burn ban today 3/23. 
         Continuing missions at surge shelters, DPS complex entry and PPE logistics for fire service. 
         SFM IMT members are engaged in the planning for the Morial Convention Center surge shelter being 

coordinated in New Orleans. 
         Four new medical surge sites were inspected on 3/24 (2 in BR, 1 in NOLA, 1 in Lafayette). An additional one 

being inspected 3/25. 
         Statewide Burn Ban went into effect 3/25 at 8 am. 
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         IMT ramping up developing fire department backfill plans. 
         IMT responding to mission request to provide security at a hotel intended for homeless housing. 
         IMT working to establish Bluetooth-operational smoke alarms at state park medical surge sites. 
         New branch of the IMT created specifically for managing the SFM role in medical sheltering in Region 1. 
         Capitol detail of temperature checks resumed 3/31. 
         New inspection requests for potential medical surge sites in Region 1 being coordinated. 

o   Teams continue assisting with inspection, management and security at all medical surge sites and 
potential sites as well as all additional housing facilities for needed populations. 

         PHU associated with the Morial surge site inspected. Evacuation plans for the Morial surge site being finalized. 
         Agency training postponed through April. 
         "Stay Home Safety" messaging campaign continues. 
         Continuing to field questions from public, fire service, law enforcement re: Burn Ban. 
 

ESF-05 Culture, Rec, and Tourism 
         Bayou Segnette State Park in Westwego is closed to the public. 
         All state museum facilities temporarily closed can be found on WebEOC or https://louisianastatemuseum.org/. 
         Welcome centers that are temporarily closed can be found on WebEOC or 

https://www.crt.state.la.us/tourism/welcome-centers/index. 
 
ESF-06 DCFS Mass Care 

         Continuing to monitor and participate in the Governor's UCG, COVID-19 Task Force, COVID-19 Logistics TF, and 
COVID-19 Housing Task Force calls. 

         DCFS has implemented a 100% work from home policy for the New Orleans region and reducing workforce on 
site in all other offices around the state. 

         Isolation Sites as of 3/31 
o   Bayou Segnette Isolation Site - As of 12:00 pm there are (43) patients. 
o   Bayou Chicot Isolation Site - As of 12:00 pm there is (2) patient on site. 
o   Lake Bistineau Isolation Site - As of 12:00 pm there are (3) patients on site.  
o   Isolation and Observation Site Report posted in the File Library under ESF-06 DCFS at 12:00 pm and 12:00 

am daily. 
         WebEOC Shelter Manager is continuously updated as population changes and capacity is built. 
         EOC is fully activated for 24-hour support 3/23.  
         SEOC desk is activated for the day shift. Night shift is covered by the EOC 3/23.  
         Morial Convention Center MMS - DCFS staff integrating under the MMS Incident Command, assisting 

preparations for the opening of the site. 
o   DCFS staff at the MCC MMS participated in a terrain walk of the MCC Annex to finalize plans for 

operations. 
 
ESF-06 Elderly Affairs 

         The Councils on Aging will close Senior Centers and Meal Sites effective 3/16.  
         Agencies will provide meals to participants but have suspended other center activities. 
         Medical Transportation and regular transportation will continue.  
         Working with resources to establish a plan for long term service delivery. 

 
ESF-06 LWC Mass Feeding 

         LWC and GOSHEP staff are conducting the daily Feeding Task Force conference call, to look at feeding that 
being conducted by school districts and Councils on Aging.  

         Also looking at food distribution being conducted by the Food Banks. 
         In response to the Emergency Declaration, LWC enacted the following actions: 

o   Increased call center capacity 
o   Extended call center hours 
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o   Waived the work search requirement for UI claimants 
o   Waived the week of waiting for UI claimants 
o   The deadline for employers to file first quarter 2020 wage and tax reports has been deferred to June 30, 

2020. 
         New Unemployment Claims Received 

o   Total for the week starting 3/1 = 1255. 
o   Total for the week starting 3/8 = 1803. Percentage Change from 3/1 = 43.67% 
o   Total for the week starting 3/15 = 70601. Percentage Change from 3/1 = 5525.58% 
o   Total for Sunday, 3/22 = 8849. Percentage Change from Sunday, 3/1 = 147383.33% 
o   Total for Monday, 3/23 = 12497. Percentage Change from Monday, 3/2 = 3664.16% 
o   Total for Tuesday, 3/24 = 12513. Percentage Change from Tuesday, 3/3 = 4450.18% 
o   Total for Wednesday, 3/25 = 12497. Percentage Change from Monday, 3/4 = 169.55% 

         Continued UI Eligibility Certifications Filed 
o   Total for the week starting 3/1 = 12624. 
o   Total for the week starting 3/18 = 12466. 
o   Total for the week starting 3/15 = 12858. 
o   Current total for the week starting 3/22 = 49188 

  Percentage change from week of 3/1 = 289.64% 
         Workforce 

o   In response to the closure of schools and subsequent inability of local school systems to issue minor work 
permits, LWC has undertaken the task of issuing blanket minor work permits valid for sixty days.  

o   LWC is communicating with all school systems to formulate a plan permitting each to begin reissuing the 
minor work permits. 
 

ESF-06 Salvation Army 
         Participating in state coordination calls with GOHSEP and Mass Feeding Task Force. 
         Monitoring local emergency management requests or needs for service delivery. 
         Monitoring the needs of homeless population utilizing Salvation Army resources and providing these citizens 

with awareness of COVID-19 CDC and state precautions and guidelines. 
         Implementing COVID-19 CDC and state precautionary protocols with staff, clients and volunteers. All Salvation 

Army facilities are operating utilizing key personnel in order to continue to provide social and direct services to 
clients. 

         Salvation Army facilities and locations visit https://salvationarmyalm.org/locations/#louisiana 
 
ESF-06 Veterans Affairs 

         LDVA is following the attached updated protocols in our five LDVA veteran homes, where nearly 730 employees 
care for more than 670 residents. 

         All veteran homes continue a No-Visitation Policy, with special immediate family allowances being made at the 
discretion of each home’s Long-Term Care Administrator for end-of-life hospice resident visits, with rigorous 
medical screening of those family members prior to each entry into our facilities. 

         Residents' family members may no longer take the Veterans out of our homes on pass or therapeutic leave, nor 
allowing the handful of veterans across our homes who still drive to leave the facilities. Non-compliance or any 
departure from the facility of a veteran resident with any family members or friends will mean that those 
residents will be discharged until this public health emergency ends or until considered safe by the medical staff 
at the facility. 

         In all five homes, prepared to house a positive COVID-19 case. 
         LDVA latest update to veterans/their families reports fourteen COVID-19 positive test results for our veteran 

homes' residents statewide: 
o   Three residents with positive test results are being cared for in isolation in LDVA homes. 
o   Seven residents with positive test results are being cared for in hospitals. 
o   Four residents have passed away after testing positive. 
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         Veterans Benefits Offices: 
o   All 74 LDVA-staffed veterans benefits (parish service) offices and claims offices remain closed under the 

Governor's Stay at Home order. Emergency veterans benefits questions to headquarters line will be 
handled on an individual basis with referrals to staff in each particular state region. 

         Veteran Cemeteries: 
o   LDVA cemeteries are now performing only casketed direct burials (with no committal services or family 

observance of those burials) and basic maintenance of the cemetery grounds. Cemetery phones are 
being answered by the cemetery staff and burial eligibility letters can continue to be processed and go 
out. Individuals can visit their loved ones' gravesite, but must practice social distancing. 

         LDVA's newest veterans cemetery in Jennings is postponing opening of admin office building as well as 
beginning of scheduling interments until at least May 1st at this time.   
 

ESF-07 LA Business EOC 
         National Business EOC Dashboard is activated.  

o   Dashboard has links to current CDC, FEMA, and other state resources. 
o   https://fema.connectsolutions.com/nbeoc 

         Parishes that are considering curfews should consider spell out waivers for retail deliveries which are currently 
occurring primarily at night. This will alleviate causing further supply chain issues. 

         CISA has issued Guidance on Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers During COVID-19. This document does not 
carry the weight of law but is set as guidance to preserve national capacity in critical areas of business. 

         CDC Private Sector Outreach webinar 
o   slow spread, grow medical and production capacity, and cannot predict when this will end or when 

restrictions will be lifted. 
         Information on business closures is attached in the WebEOC File Library. 
         US Chamber of Commerce has activated the Disaster Help Desk to assist businesses affected by COVID-19. See 

https://www.uschamberfoundation.org/disaster-help-desk-business for further information. 
         The UL Center for Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity (CCIC) is warning of the potential for increase cyber-

attacks during this event as more people work remotely.    
o   https://thehill.com/policy/cybersecurity/487542-hackers-find-new-target-as-americans-work-from-

home-during-outbreak 
         Small Business Administration Loan Assistance press release and handout has been uploaded to File Library. 
         CDC, OSHA, and other state planning guides have been uploaded to the File Library. 
         State official travel to New Orleans in support of response is encouraged to go through NewOrleans.com. They 

have made special lodging arrangements for responders. Point of contact is walt@neworleans.com. 
         Rumor Control Information Site. www.fema.gov/coronavirus-rumor-control. 

 
ESF-08 LDH Public Health/Medical 

         CDC COVID-19 Key Points and LDH SitReps can be found in the WebEOC File Library.  
         Continuing to forward guidance and information to Community Partners, Sister Agencies and Parish Health 

Units. Fielding calls from healthcare facilities and general public concerning COVID19. 
         LDH Office Updates: 

o   LDH has distributed guidance to its employees regarding telework, leave information, and 
teleconferencing. 

o   LDH has distributed notices to agency’s safety coordinators/officers and LDH locations regarding 
appropriate screening methods for employees. 

o   All of MVA (Medicaid) locations except Region 1 and 4 are open and limiting access to employees only 
(visitors not allowed) and those able to work from home are doing so. 

o   OPH is currently operating the Emergency Epi Response from Benson Towers (New Orleans) with 
approximately to 60 employees working there. 

  Benson and Bienville Employees who can work from home are doing so. 
  The OPH lab is fully staffed in Baton Rouge 
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  Public Health Units are all open and staffed and providing critical services to clients, i.e. WIC, 
STD/VIV testing, and Reproductive Health. 

  Sanitarians and Engineers are providing services to the public, but are not working from any 
building. 

o   Most of the OAAS staff are working from home. About 15 staff across the state still in the office to take 
care of mail, answer phones, etc. while awaiting cell phones and/or getting IT assistance with printers. 

         LERN Communication Center  
o   Continue working with network partners on ventilator education. 
o   Continue working with LDH and ESF-8 regarding hospital decompression planning. Polling Tier 2 facilities 

for capabilities and bed capacity. 
o   LERN continues to work with Designated Regional Coordinators (DRCs) on ambulance needs. 

         Hospital Capacity as of 3/31 
o   Overall bed capacity statewide increased 0.42% from yesterday with the addition of 93 beds. 

  Available bed capacity declined 0.3% from yesterday, with 10,245 available beds. 
o   On 3/31, 972 hospitals ventilators were reported available.  

         Nursing Homes have implemented the following measures regarding COVID -19 
o   Visitors are not allowed in the nursing facilities at this time, and employees are being screened on each 

shift. In-facility deliveries are prohibited. 
o   Nursing Homes are feeding residents in their rooms, prohibiting communal gathering of residents, and 

practicing the recommended spacing 
         Homelessness Task Force activated. 
         Inspection teams made up of OPH Sanitation, SFM Inspectors, and LANG continue inspecting locations for 

possible surge facilities. 
         Isolation Sites as of 3/31 

o   Approximately 42 patients at Bayou Segnette. 
  2 patients have been discharged, and 2 new patients are forthcoming. 

o   There are 2 patients at Chico State Park and 3 patients at Lake Bistineau. 
          The Medical Monitoring Station at the Morial Convention Center is in the final stages of being prepared to 

become operational. 
         LA 211 fielded 780 calls between 0700 and 1900 on 3.29 for a cumulative count of 27,391 calls. 

 
ESF-10 LDEQ HAZMAT 

         All Emergency Response personnel will continue to respond to emergency incidents. 
         All non-emergency inspections have been postponed. 
         The Single Point of Contact (SPOC) section will continue receiving and routing emergency and non-emergency 

notifications throughout the Department. 
         Citizen complaints will continue to be investigated with staff taking necessary safety precautions. 
         Agency face-to-face meetings will be replaced by conference calls. 
         Conferences and travel have been cancelled. 
         The Department has implemented its Telecommuting Plan. 
         Amended Declaration of Emergency and Administrative Order signed by Secretary Brown on 3/20 in WebEOC.  
         LDEQ’s scheduled inspections are postponed until 4/13. Personnel will continue to respond to any emergency 

incidents and citizen complaints. 
         On 3/26 the first delivery of hand sanitizer produced at Hunt Correctional was delivered to GOHSEP. 

o   Bottling of hand sanitizer continues 3/27 at Hunt Correctional. 
o   Production to continue early next week upon delivery of isopropyl alcohol 
o   DEQ personnel will continue to be on site during production and bottling of sanitizer.   
o   On 3/28, 8,400 - 8oz bottle of hand sanitizer were packaged for shipment at Hunt Correctional. 

 
ESF-11 Department of Agriculture and Forestry 

         Non-essential personnel assigned to telework. 
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         Inventory of supplies conducted.  
         USDA food commodities are available in warehouses for distribution to school districts, food banks and feeding 

operations. 
         Mobile pet shelters and support teams on standby. 
         Pet resources and personnel are staged in coordination with LSART to support the quarantine operations at 

Bayou Segnette, Chico and Lake Bistineau State Parks. 
         LSART VMRC on standby to support Veterinary medical care. 
         LDAF is coordinating Emergency Fuel support. 

o   Recurring emergency fuel deliveries began 3/21 at the state park quarantine operations for portable light 
towers (Segnette, Chicot, and Bistineau) and for LSART veterinary support (Segnette and Chicot). 

         Staffing both the ESF-11 Desk at the GOHSEP SEOC and the LDAF EOC. 
         Supporting emergency fuel requests. 
         LDAF and LSART supporting quarantine operations at Bayou Segnette, Chicot, and Lake Bistineau State Parks. 

 
ESF-12 LDH/OPH 

         LDH/OPH Safe Drinking Water Program continues to monitor the situation and review all guidance provided by 
the WHO, CDC, and the State. 

         Coronavirus and Drinking Water and Wastewater: https://www.epa.gov/coronavirus 
         The CDC has provided important information on the potential for water and wastewater transmission of COVID-

19: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/water.html  
o   Additional information on this topic: https://apps.who.int/iris/handle/10665/331499 

 
ESF-12 Public Service Commission  

         The LPSC Executive Secretary has issued an Emergency Executive Order, dated 3/13/20, creating emergency 
suspension of disconnection of utility services under the declared State of Emergency/Public Health Emergency 
related to COVID-19.  

o   The Executive Order is attached in WebEOC, published on LPSC website, http://LPSC.louisiana.gov, and 
had been sent out to all regulated utilities. 

         The monthly Business & Executive Session meeting of Commissioners, scheduled for 3/18, has been cancelled. 
All items that were to be discussed at this meeting would be moved to the April meeting.  

 
ESF-13 Department of Corrections 

         Discontinued all tours of the facilities and restricted all volunteer groups from entering the facilities.  
         Distributed a Corona virus (COVID-19) screening checklist and implemented these at all facilities for all other 

persons entering. Shared the employee screening form to the sheriffs as a reference in preparing to minimize 
the spread of COVID-19.  

         On 3/13, DCO discontinued offender visitation until further notice. All routine transfers from Orleans Parish 
Prison have been discontinued.  

         All Pardon and Parole Board hearings have been postponed for the next 30 days. 
         All non-medical or emergency transfers have been discontinued.  
         Adjustments have been made to the janitorial cleaning of state buildings that our department services with 

offender labor including the time, which is planned now to take place after normal business hours with limited 
crews. 

         Probation and Parole Academy postponed until further notice.  
o   They have suspended all jail sanctions and technical violations.  
o   They have discontinued jail visits, Office visits and field contact in affected areas.  
o   Will only see sex offenders, violent offenders and other offenders specialized and high risk cases. 

         LA-DOC medical department at Headquarters received 600 viral-medium test for distribution throughout the 
department. Attempting to acquire/purchase 2000 rapid read Flu test to assist in testing offender population if 
they show signs and symptoms. 

         All on-site specialty clinics at the facilities canceled to limit movement inside the facilities.  
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         LA-DOC has waived medical access co-payments for the offender population. 
         The offender population will receive 2 free calls a week and 2 free stamps per week to hopefully bridge any 

gaps of communications with their families.  
         The LA-DOC IMC opened during normal business hours for a centralized hub for data collection.  
         Made a video of Secretary LeBlanc advising the offender population on the procedures and measures being 

taken and will take in the event COVID-19 infiltrates one of the facilities. Also includes educational information 
for them their families and staff. 

         Departments website is updated frequently to provide our staff and offender families guidance during this 
pandemic. 

         Erath PD requested the assistance of NID agent (Probation and Parole) to help manage security at a COVID 
testing center being established in Erath by the Abbeville General Hospital.  

o   Agents will be onsite beginning on 3/26 until testing is complete.  
         P&P staff have assisted the facilities by taking over most of their hospital sit-downs to help relieve staff issues at 

the facilities. 
         Hand Sanitizer: 

o   Delivered 5000 bottles of sanitizer to GOHSEP.  
o   3/30 Completed the second batch: 720 -16oz bottles and 8400 - 8oz bottles filled. 

         Continue to work though GOHSEP with request for PPE supplies needed for our department.  
         Had a call with the TWP providers to review the criteria for essential employees and discussed impacts to the 

TWP's. 
         Probation and Parole agents are set to attend training on 4/1 to assist State Police with security for the medical 

monitoring station at Morial Convention Center in New Orleans and begin shift on 4/2. 
         Prison Enterprise is currently working to fulfill bedding supplies requested by DCFS for the Morial Convention 

Center operation.  
         Working very closely with the Transitional Work Program providers and are shutting down those programs 

where exposure risks are suspected.   
         03/31 Staffing Impacts: 

o   As of noon yesterday, DOC had 137 staff who were scheduled to work who were not reported COVID 
related concerns: 

  1. 61 were security staff and 
  2. 12 were healthcare staff. 

o   Have 91 staff who have reported that they have been tested for COVID: 
  1. 14 positives and 
  2. 18 negatives; 
  3. 59 are pending results. 

         3/31 Incarcerated Population Impacts: 
o   Tested 87 individuals: 

  1. 78 have returned negative 
  2. (as of this morning) 4 positives at Units and 1 at Hospital. 

         3/31 Reverse Isolation/Housing Plans: 
o   Have 358 individuals who are being housed in quarantined areas as a result of reverse isolation protection 

or for possible exposure precaution. 
o   Have 22 who are in isolation due to flu, symptoms, or possible exposure risks. 

         Local Level Impact: 
o   Working to prep and staff Camp J at LSP as an isolation location for local level positives. 
o   Staff assigned will work only this out-camp and will remain separate from other prison operations. 

         PPE: 
o   Beginning to work on making masks and gowns for own operations. 
o   Continuing to seek out opportunities to order directly from vendor for PPE needs.   
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ESF-13 Department of Justice 
         The Consumer Protection hotline is up and running and will take calls related to price gouging.  

 
ESF-13 Louisiana State Police 

         LSP continues gate security on HQ Compound. Body temperature checks are being conducted with wrist bands 
issued upon a passing temperature before access to the compound buildings is granted. 

         LSP continues preparing to staff security at the Morial Convention Center Medical Monitoring Station in New 
Orleans. 

o   4/1/20 will be a rehearsal of Concepts Drill to include the media 
o   4/2/20 will be a soft opening for patients 

         Portable Housing Units Trailer Deliveries will continue today in Lot G outside the Morial Convention Center – no 
longer going to Bayou Segnette.. 

         Continue to provide 24/7 security at Bayou Segnette, Lake Chicot and Lake Bistineau with 3 Troopers each shift 
at each camp site 

o   41 residents at Bayou Segnette with 11 positives; 2 were discharged and received 2 more overnight. 
WL&F provided 5 Officers per shift. 

o   2 residents at Lake Chicot awaiting test results. 
o   3 residents at Lake Bistineau awaiting test results. 

         Agencies assisting LSP with security: 
o   SFM – Isolation Sites, Morial Convention Center, and Site Planning 
o   WLF – started Bayou Segnette on Monday. 
o   AG’s Office – starts today at the Portable Housing Units at the Morial Convention Center. 
o   P&P – will provide agents for Morial Convention Center. 
o   ATC – assisting SFM with Fire Watches at the various facilities. 

 
ESF-13 Office of Juvenile Justice 

         Secure Facilities 
o   Everyone (no exceptions) will be screened prior to coming into the facility. 

  If a person has fever, they will be immediately referred to the medical staff for further screening. 
Staff with a fever will only be allowed to enter the facility when cleared by medical. 

o   Youth visitation will not be held. 
o   All furloughs will be postponed. Staff will be encouraged to allow youth to use the telephones more 

frequently to contact family. 
o   All off campus group activities will also be postponed. 
o   Only OJJ staff and emergency visitors will be allowed on campus. Attorney visits will be held by phone call.
o   Contractors working on repairs that are vital to the safety of the facility will be allowed on campus after 

screening. These will be determined on a case-by-case basis. Undersecretary Williams must be notified 
of any contractor denied access to the facility so that the Office of State Procurement can be notified. 

o   Immediate notification to the Assistant Secretary and Deputy Secretary if any staff or youth test positive 
for the virus. 

o   Facilitating deliveries at the front gate to eliminate the need for individuals to come onto campus. 
o   Staff will continue to educate youth on proper techniques to prevent the spread of the virus and why OJJ 

are taking these measures to keep them safe. 
o   All staff are considered essential employees and will be required to report to work as scheduled. 
o   School will continue to operate as normal. 
o   Staff who need to be off due to an inability to find child care will have to take leave unless an at home 

work accommodation can be approved. 
o   The Deputy Secretary and Undersecretary will examine each request to work from home. This request 

shall be submitted prior to allowing the at home accommodation. 
         Probation and Parole 

o   Face-to-Face contacts can now be made by phone or in the office if possible. 
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o   Contact with collateral sources can also be made by phone. (Schools, providers, etc.) 
o   Staff will attend Court only when necessary. 
o   Face-to-Face contacts will still be made with youth in residential facilities. 
o   Probation staff have the ability to work from home and will be allowed to have an at home 

accommodation. 
o   Each Regional Manager shall ensure that their office is covered relative phone coverage, mail, fax, etc… to 

continue daily operations. 
o   A supervisor shall be present to deal with any emergencies or issues related to the youth OJJ serves. 
o   While staff are approved to work from home, leave will have to be taken when they are unable to 

dedicate their time to the operation of OJJ. 
o   Each office will maintain a list of staff who may need to respond for transports or any other emergencies. 
o   RMs will ensure Court is covered when necessary. 

         Residential Facilities 
o   Screening of staff and visitors needs to occur for every person coming onto the campus. 
o   Only essential staff/visitors will be allowed on campus. 
o   Home passes will be postponed. Staff should allow the youth to use phones to keep in touch with family 

members. 
o   Visitation will not be held. 
o   Group outings will be canceled unless youth are required to attend community schools. 
o   Immediate notification to the Assistant Secretary and Deputy Secretary if any staff or youth test positive 

for the virus. 
o   Staff will continue to educate youth on proper techniques to prevent the spread of the virus. 
o   Immediate notification to Assistant Secretary and Deputy Secretary should a staff person or youth test 

positive for the virus. 
         In home Contract Programs 

o   Program specialists will reach out to each program to request a copy of their contingency plan to provide 
services in a safe and effective manner. 

o   The plans will be approved on a case-by-case basis and shared with regional staff. 
         Central Office 

o   All staff are considered to be essential employees and will be required to report to work as scheduled. 
o   Staff who need to be off due to an inability to find child care will have to take leave unless an at home 

work accommodation can be approved. 
o   The Deputy Secretary and Undersecretary will examine each request to work from home. This request 

shall be submitted prior to allowing the at home work accommodation. 
o   Central Office staff may be deployed to assist at an event, at a facility or elsewhere related to OJJ should 

the need arise. This includes staff who have an at home work accommodation. 
         Educational services are now provided using distance learning. 
         As of 3/31, eleven youth in secure facilities and three in group homes have been tested.  

o   Three youth in secure facilities and two youth in group homes have tested positive for COVID 19. Three 
tests were negative and six are pending results.  

o   Twenty-two staff have been tested. Six reported positive test results for COVID 19. One reported a 
negative result and fifteen are pending results. 

 
ESF-14 Louisiana Housing Commission 

         LDHTF was activated in response to Governor Edwards request to plan for homeless and vulnerable 
populations. 

o   Currently on stand-by pending identification of additional needs. 
         LHC is coordinating with regional homeless coalitions to identify supply needs. 
         LHC continues to assess available resources that could potentially be considered for housing solutions as 

needed. 
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         Under existing resource patterns, LHC is funding two (2) case managers at each site (total six (6) case 
managers). 

         Under existing resource patterns, LHC is funding the following discharge shelter and housing: 
o   At least 75 hotel vouchers (or more as funding allow) for up to 30 days per voucher 
o   75 permanent housing vouchers including case management through LDH 

         LHC working with GOHSEP to identify critical case management and housing search assistance for participants 
sheltered using hotel vouchers. 

         LHC is working with GOSHEP to identify further resource and mechanisms for discharge shelter and housing. 
         Isolation site discharge summary (totals from all sites) as of 3/27: 

o   15 participants discharge 
o   13 participants currently sheltered using hotel vouchers 
o   Participants subsequently housed using permanent housing vouchers 
o   Estimated burn rate to date is 5,518 out of an original commitment of 225,000. 

         Staff is needed for (shelter-type experience) - 24-hour coverage. 
o   Homeless Supervisor is needed for each shift (1-day person and 1-night person) 24/7 coverage 
o   Day shift work schedule would be (7am- 7pm), Need 4 staff daily (resident advisors) 7 days a week. 
o   Night shift work schedule would be (7pm-7am). Need 4 staff nightly (resident advisors). 
o   Security 4 officers 24/7 

         LHC is participating with additional joint agencies to prepare for the relocation of New Orleans displaced 
residents to the Hilton Garden Inn temporary shelter.  

o   In need of female sanitary supplies, hygiene items, toothpaste, toothbrush, and deodorant, and soap. 
Most of the residents are in need of clothing as well. 

         The Hilton Garden Inn shelter open and operational 3/26.  
o   The City of New Orleans housing department visited the encampment sites to encourage the potential 

residents to check into the new shelter site.  
o   Residents were transported to the facility by the city transportation staff.  
o   Upon arrival the potential residents’ temperatures were checked before the intake producers begin.  
o   Once the intake process was complete the clients were assigned identifying wrist bands and escorted to 

their assigned rooms. 
 
ESF-16 Military Support 

         TAC and JOC continue to monitor the situation with 24-hour manning. 
         1173 Guardsmen supporting current operations. 

o   STAD: 7 
o   T-32: 829 
o   Other Support: 337 

         Transitioning LANG units from STAD to Title 32. 
         Primary Missions remain medical support Logistics, Engineer, general support and Command and Control. 
         Currently supporting 2 x DHHS testing sites in Jefferson and Orleans. Orleans collapsed the Armstrong site and 

relocated resources to the UNO site. 
         Also supporting testing sites in Calcasieu, Rapides, Lafayette and Vermillion Parishes.  

o   Rapides Coliseum (Rapides) 2 Medics Provided to Assist. 
o   Erath Community Center (Vermillion) 4 Medics Provided to Assist. 

         Testing site date:  
o   Orleans and Jefferson/Region 1- 103 personnel (43 medics and 60 support) opens at 0830 daily. 
o   Lafayette/Region 4- 14 personnel (8 medics and 6 support) opens at 0830 daily. 
o   Rapides Parish/Region 6- 2 personnel (2 medics and 6 support) started Wed 25 Mar (M-W-F). 
o   Calcasieu/Region 5- 30 personnel traffic control (T & Th) 
o   Vermillion Parish Site/Region 4-8 personnel conducting test by Dr. order. (M-F) 

         Unified Logistics Element continues to manage PPE in conjunction w/ LDH. 
o   Continuing to receive, inventory and distribute the SNS push 
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o   Items Received Last 24HRS Distributed Last 24HRS 3/31 
  N-95: 350 0 
  Surgical Masks: 600 18,500 
  Face Shields: 28 5,376 
  Surgical Gowns: 350 1,100 
  Gloves: 56,660 15,400 

         100 Ventilators received and distributed in the last 24 hrs. Expect to receive 8 ventilators today. 
o   East Jefferson General Hospital – 5 
o   University Medical Center of New Orleans – 25 
o   Our Lady of the Lake, Baton Rouge – 25 
o   Baton Rouge General Hospital – 20 
o   Ochsner Health Center, Clearview - 25 

         Inventory control specialists at the Orleans parish warehouse continue to help inventory, distribute, and track 
COVID-19 supplies. 

         Inventory control specialists at the MCC to inventory medical supplies until a contract solution in place. 
         In support of LDH and SFM, Medical Surge TF continues planning for the monitoring station at the Morial 

Convention Center and Personal Housing Units (PHU) to support surge capacity/patient overflow as well as 
conducting assessments for future surge locations. 

o   Today’s Assessments: 
  UL Cajun Dome 
  UL Conference Center 
  UL Field House 
  UL Blackham Coliseum 

o   ICST continues to support LDH with mission planning and assistance at MCC while concurrently planning 
for sites in Region 3. 

o   Focus is on sites with a 250 personnel or greater capacity. 
         Yesterday CST completed training for DCFS personnel on PPE donning and doffing. Today the CST will conduct 

PPE fit testing for BCFS contractor at the MCC. 
         Continue to support 4 Food bank operations. 

o   Greater Baton Rouge continues 10 personnel warehouse support 
o   Central LA continues 12 personnel, 20 personnel, warehouse support/ 10 personnel distribution. 
o   Jefferson Second Harvest Food Bank distribution 30 personnel. 
o   North East LA continues 10 personnel warehouse support. 

         No change to the LNO teams for a total of 5 parishes. 
o   Current: Orleans, East Baton Rouge, Ouachita, Calcasieu, Jefferson 
o   Also Supporting ACOE 

         Traffic control support to EBR testing at Baton Rouge General-Mid City ended yesterday Monday 30 Mar 2020 
at 1800. 

         Providing general support at the Bayou Segnette medical shelter site. 
o   Reduced to 10 personnel. 
o   Continuing to Coordinate with DCFS, LDH and LSP on the site requirements in relation to the sites 

population. 
         Currently have 81 Soldiers and Airmen who are self-quarantined which is +1 from yesterday. 49 tested. 10 (+3) 

confirmed positive and 20 negative. 
o   49 tested – 19 awaiting results from testing. 
o   115 (+12) released from quarantine (197). 

 
Federal Reserve Bank – New Orleans Branch 

         Services are fully operational and do not anticipate any business disruptions.  
         Customers should continue to follow their normal procedures for contacting the Federal Reserve Banks.  
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         The Federal Reserve Banks’ normal operating procedures include having currency reserves on hand to meet the 
needs of financial institutions, and monitoring currency orders/volumes to stay ahead of any additional 
demand.    

         Following the guidance shared by public health officials to limit the spread of the virus.  
         Temporarily suspended public access to our facilities and initiated remote work arrangements for employees 

who can perform their duties from home.  
         In addition, we have taken several steps to ensure that staff who remain on-site are protected from exposure.  
         We have gone to great lengths to maintain our normal high level of security in all our facilities so that we can 

continue to fulfill our mission. 
         Our websites have up-to-date information and are available at FRBServices.org and FRBAtlanta.org 

 
 
PARISH ACTIONS: UDATES SHOWN IN RED 
 
Region 1 
Jefferson Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/12) 

         Parish President issued notices to all departments to conduct actions that fulfill POTUS and LA Governors 
directives as it pertains to Social Distancing. 

         LANG LNO is present daily during Alario Operations. LANG is expected to provide a burn rate based on the 
several days of operations at the Alario Center. 

         Alerio Site: Testing site opens daily at 8am and closes at 250 Test completed. 
o   Testing site began symptomatic testing at 8 am 3/22 for all members of the public.  
o   LANG LNO is present daily. 

         LANG is working through their supply chain, with expected resupply of PPE for testing site use on or about 3/27. 
         LCMC running drive up Site for Testing at WJMC site.  
         All medical facilities implemented some sort of restrictive policy limiting nonessential visitors. 
         All Jefferson Parish government buildings are closed to the public; however, departments continue to handle 

essential business by phone, email or appointments on an as-needed basis. 
o   Multiple other facilities, buildings, and parks are closed.  

         Developed employee work policies and plans to protect employees while also continuing critical operations of 
Jefferson Parish. Employees are dispersed for proper social distancing, or sent to alternative work locations. 

         Jefferson Parish relaxed signage regulations to help struggling businesses trying to promote their services to the 
community. 

         The Jefferson Parish Water Department will restore water services to any resident who has been shut off within 
the past two weeks. The Water Department will also refrain from shutting off water for the coming weeks due 
to the COVID-19 situation in our community. 

         Jefferson Transit (JeT) is waiving transit fares effective 3/29.  
o   All riders board and exit the back door of the bus only.  
o   JeT continues to maintain a regular schedule, providing public transportation options for those 

conducting essential travel. 
         Town of Jean Lafitte, submitted their Disaster Declaration. 
         All Jefferson Parish government buildings are closed to the public; however, departments continue to handle 

essential business by phone, email or appointments on an as-needed basis. 
o   Developed employee work policies and plans that protect all of our employees while also continuing 

critical operations of Jefferson Parish. Employees are dispersed for proper social distancing, or sent to 
alternative work locations. 

 
Orleans Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/11) 

         Joint Information Center 
o   Information for specific industries, including houses of worship, daycares, long-term care facilities, and 

more is available at ready.nola.gov. 
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o   For updates, text COVIDNOLA to 888777, go to ready.nola.gov, or call 3-1-1. 
o   There are donation and volunteer opportunities to assist people impacted by COVID19. See list at 

www.ready.nola.gov/donate. 
o   “If you have a fever, cough, or shortness of breath, stay home & call your doctor. If you don't have a 

doctor, call 1-855-523-2652.” 
o   Building a network of volunteer licensed medical professionals to assist in both clinical and non-clinical 

functions. To sign up, go to ready.nola.gov/volunteer 
o   In response to the COVID-19 outbreak, the City of New Orleans is waiving fines, fees, interest and 

penalties on sales tax payments due to the City for 60 days. In addition, the City will extend the renewal 
period for ABOs up to 30 days without penalty. 

o   Multiple Parish and City Offices, Buildings and Facilities are closed to the public.  
  Local government offices have instituted drive through or online services and are encouraging 

citizens to call offices regarding business.  
o   Two drive-through testing sites to open to the public.  

  New Orleans sites will be open 8am to 6pm daily or until the daily cap of 250 tests has been 
reached at an individual site. 

  Mahalia Jackson Theater Parking Lot 1419 Basin Street, New Orleans, LA 70116. 
  University of New Orleans Lakefront Arena Parking Lot 2000 Lakeshore Drive, New Orleans, LA 

70148 
o   Mayor Cantrell issued a Stay Home Mandate, requiring residents to stay home except for essential needs. 

  Essential activities and essential businesses are listed at 
https://ready.nola.gov/incident/coronavirus/essential-activities/. 

o   NOPD and Safety & Permits will be aggressively enforcing these guidelines to the maximum extent 
possible. Call 311 to report large gatherings or business operations in violation of these rules. 

o   City government will scale down operations to provide limited core basic services. Other businesses are 
encouraged to do the same. 

o   Small businesses in New Orleans are now eligible for federal disaster-loan assistance through the Small 
Business Administration. 

         Travel, Tourism & Special Events 
o   3/24 Estimated Hotel Capacity: 4,385 

         NOHSEP 
o   Developing daily incident action plan for related operations. 
o   Developing plans to implement federal drive through testing pilot. 

         City of New Orleans 
o   All high-intensity, frequent-touch service spaces will close. 
o   All functions of One Stop Shop will move to phone, email, and online. 
o   Transitioning to “limited operations.” Services available by e-mail, phone, and web.  

         NOHD 
o   Assisting state contact tracing. 
o   Call Center active: 504-658-4787 or 311.  
o   Maintaining contact with nursing homes/ hospitals to assess status and capacity. 
o   Supporting development of drive through testing plans. 
o   Staff and volunteers dedicated to researching impact trends and successful strategies of other impacted 

communities. 
o   Operating Drive-Through COVID-19 Testing sites. 

         Louisiana Department of Health 
o   Conducting testing and contract tracing. 
o   Distributing state and CDC COVID-19 updates and preventive guidance. 
o   Assessing facilities and planning for potential quarantine, isolation, or medical surge capacity. 

         NOLA Public Schools  
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o Maintaining child nutrition services for students throughout closure.  

         Universities transitioning to virtual learning. 
         NOPD  

o   Enforcing ban on large gatherings. 
         NOFD 

o   Refreshed all responders on Infection Control Protocol/Procedures through instructor-led training for all 
medical responders. Additional training for administration and MSY ongoing. 

o   Plans have been updated and direction given on personal hygiene and specific housekeeping for engine 
houses.  

o   Additional infection control procedures have been implemented on sanitizing of equipment and engine 
houses. 

         NOEMS 
o   PPE procurement requests submitted in WebEOC for public safety personnel. 
o   Developed additional plans and PPE guidance for first responders. 
o   Activation of State Ambulance Contract. 

         OPCD  
o   911 is for emergencies only 
o   Call 311 to report large gatherings or business operations in violation Mayoral Emergency Orders. 

         DPW 
o   Parking enforcement officers and field personnel are having to use restroom facilities at NORD, NOPD, 

and other city owned sites. 
         Property Management 

o   City buildings on schedule for proactive disinfectant cleaning. 
o   Assembling additional cleaning supplies/hand sanitizers. 
o   Maintaining and increasing cleaning procedures. 

         NORD  
o   Health clinics will remain open. Playgrounds and other open spaces will remain open. 

         LADOTD  
o   Providing traffic barricades to support drive through testing program. 

         RTA 
o   Messaging CDC COVID-19 preventive guidance on all 
o   Communicating vehicle cleaning/disinfection procedures to the public via all media channels. 
o   Providing customer facing employees with protective equipment. 
o   Prepared to implement ‘work from home’ plans if necessary (non-essential staff). 
o   Encouraging Essential Travel only (work, Health care, nutrition). 
o   All busses and streetcars will operate on a reduced Saturday schedule from Monday through Friday 

beginning 3/17. The weekend schedule will remain as normal. 
 

Plaquemines Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/15) 
         Regular PSAs to public.  
         All events with expected attendance above 250 have been postponed/canceled.  
         Effective 3/16 all Parish Government offices will have limited access to the general public. 
         Multiple Parish Offices, Buildings and Facilities are closed to the public. For more information: 

https://plaqueminesparish.com/ 
         Tolls have been suspended for ferry operations. 
         Water Dept. is suspending late fees and disconnections. 
         Advising residents to stay home unless needed to leave to obtain essential supplies. 
         Plaquemines Medical Center.  

o   Current protocol is that patients must show signs of COVID19 and negative flu test for test to be 
conducted. 
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o   PMC has limited access into the facility to only patients unless the patient is a minor then a 
parent/guardian is present. 

o   Currently the only facility conducting COVID-19 testing.  
o   Current protocol is that patients must show signs of COVID19 and have a negative flu test in order for a 

test to be conducted. 
         Plaquemines Parish Government limiting office hours and further increased the limited interaction with general 

public via parish employees effective 3/23. 
         Parish Administration updated on the projected shortage of hospital beds and vents in Region 1.   
         Director Harvey has been in constant contact with GOHSEP Region 1 Coordinator & LDH representatives in 

determining the correct number of cases ID EPi is providing to Bureau of EMS which is forwarded to Parish 
OHSEP. It is taking several days for positive cases to be added to the list provided to OHSEP.  

  
St. Bernard Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/13) 

         Regular PSAs to public.  
         Government offices reduced to a minimum staffing level only 3/18. 
         Multiple Parish Offices, Buildings and Facilities are closed to the public. For more information visit 

https://www.sbpg.net/. 
o   Local government offices have instituted drive through or online services and are encouraging citizens to 

call offices regarding business.  
         Transit Department will continue to run on Holiday Schedule Only. 
         St. Bernard Parish School System is feeding breakfast and lunch to students. 
         Residents are being tested for COVID-19. 
         St. Bernard Parish School System began feeding breakfast and lunch to students. 
         St. Bernard Parish Government reduced staffing to "Mission Critical Personnel" 3/23. 

o   Majority of essential personnel working from home 3/30.  
 
Region 2 
Ascension Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/13) 

         Multiple Parish and City Offices, Buildings and Facilities are closed to the public. For more information, visit 
http://www.ascensionparish.net/. 

o   Local government offices have instituted drive through or online services and are encouraging citizens to 
call offices regarding business.  

         Ascension Parish School Board: Meal distribution operations completed for one week of pre-packaged meals 
per student distributed at Donaldsonville High and East Ascension High only. 

         Ascension Parish Sheriff's Office  
o   Halted all contact visits and religious services at Ascension Parish Jail until further notice. Visitors may still 

visit inmates through video visitation and visitation through glass partitions. 
o   Tickets and taxes can be paid online, obtain accident reports on www.ascensionsheriff.com 
o   PPE Donation Operations Drop off at ASPO Training Center 

  Still collecting & coordinating with OEP for distribution operations to medical service community 
and first responders as needed. 

o   Due to boat traffic and several complaint calls plans to begin water patrol to begin this weekend. 
         Office of Emergency Preparedness  

o   OEP coordinating with state and local agencies for collections and donations for PPE distribution in order 
to keep up with supply and demand to maintain current levels of operation. 

o   OEP working with Region 2 on a First Responders testing site soon. 
o   OEP EOC Medical/Human Services section called and checked on Nursing Homes and Assisted Living 

Facilities and received updates on PPE gear and needs assessments.  
o   OEP looking into possibility for a hospital overflow location at LDEC- still in planning stage ONLY. 

         Council on Aging  
o   Facility closed due to limited staff. Drop meals delivered thru FedEx. Employees working from home. 
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         Town of Sorrento declared.  
         Gonzales Police Department  

o   Office personnel working remotely from home, all other personnel business as usual. 
         Gonzales Fire Department 

o   Public Safety Center closed & all meetings cancelled. GFD facilities closed to the public. 
         City of Donaldsonville: multiple Parish Offices, Buildings and Facilities are closed to the public  
         Medical Updates 

o   Started drive thru testing. 1 pm - 3pm Mon-Fri. Patients must have a doctor’s order. Ascension Parish 
Residents only. 30-50 test per day average. 

o   St Elizabeth will be opened a drive thru testing site 3/18 (Hospital directed). 
o   Prevost Hospital – testing patients.  
o   LDH any request for PPE from medical facilities, please provide them the link: 

  https://la.readyop.com/fs/4cfG/60f9. 
o   EOC Medical Operations reaching out to Medical Special Needs Registry Citizens. 
o   All Nursing Homes are following CDC guidelines, limiting visits and congregations.  

         Volunteer Services: Calling for updates to churches and food pantries- most still closed. 
         SBA Resource Worksheets being accepted in the Mayor’s Office of Community & Economic Development. 
         Parish issued Stay at Home. Cities of Gonzales and Donaldsonville also issued Stay at Home.  
         State Fire Marshall- Statewide Burn Ban Issued During Public Health Emergency. 
         Industry- Reentry procedures were discussed and determinations were made. 
         Stay at home issued for parish, City of Gonzales and City of Donaldsonville.  
         RPCC- Online only class schedule starting 3/30, all campuses closed through 4/12 with all activity being done 

remotely until then, hands on training will resume 4/13 unless notified. 
         St. Theresa/St. John- no longer serving meals at this time. 
         Water Services update from Ken Dawson- PUA operations are fine, no services will be discontinued, LDH water 

tested fine, Eastbank and Westbank crews on call if needed. 
         LA Regional Airport- will be self-serve on avgas in accordance. If anyone is in need of services including Jet A or 

moving aircraft in and out of Hangar 22, need to give a 2-hour notice. 
 
East Baton Rouge Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/12) 

         Baton Rouge General stood up a Region 2 Community Drive Thru COVID-19 Testing Site. 
o   Security performed by EBR PD. 
o   3/17 – successful but ran out of testing supplies. 

         Capital Area Transit System (CATS) will waive fares for all customers effective immediately and until further 
notice 3/19. 

         EBR Head Start Program: Begin distributing breakfast and lunch to Head Start families beginning 3/23, at the 
multiple Head Start Center locations from 10 a.m. until 1 p.m. 

         Several schools in the Baton Rouge and surrounding areas providing free grab-and-go breakfast and lunch while 
supplies last. 

         COVID-19 Testing: 
o   Baton Rouge General Mid City - 3600 Florida Blvd. 

  The site will began accepting new orders 3/19 as COVID-19 tests become available. The site will 
remain open on a day-by-day basis as supplies allow, Monday through Friday 1 to 3 p.m. 

o   Our Lady of the Lake Pediatrics 
  Baton Rouge - Near the Regional Medical Center Campus (O’Donovan Dr.) 
  Patients must get a referral from a Lake doctor by calling 225-765-5500 to get an appointment. 

 
East Feliciana Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/12) 

         All nursing homes and prison facilities have cancelled visitation/ screening employees.  
         First responders at critical low inventory for PPE to take medical calls. No longer taking calls for seizures, flu, 

vomiting, or any respiratory issues due to lack of proper PPE. 
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         All non-essential parish and municipal offices closed as of noon 3/19. Other offices closed.  
         Parish submitted a support order for 33 JBE 2020 reinforcing the Governors Stay at Home Order.   

 
Iberville Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/16) 

         Multiple events cancelled or postponed to prevent the spread of COVID-19. 
         All Parish run Council on Ageing have been closed until further notice.   
         Testing temperatures on everyone coming into all parish facilities.  

o   If their temperature is above a certain range (employee or citizen) they are being turned around and sent 
home. Records of this interaction is being kept. 

         Multiple Parish and City Offices, Buildings and Facilities are closed to the public. For more information, visit: 
http://ibervilleparish.com/ 

o   Local government offices have instituted drive through or online services and are encouraging citizens to 
call offices regarding business.  

         Council on Aging 
o   Effective 3/16-3/30, there will be no activities or congregating at the four senior centers; instead Senior 

Center Coordinators will provide two weeks supply of bag meals for the center participants. 
 

Livingston Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/13) 
         Parish offices closed until 3/23. 
         Asking residents to self-quarantine at home 3/19. 
         Working with OLOL Walker to set up a testing site in the Parish. Should be up and running by middle/end of 

next week. 
         LPPS has set up a program to deliver pre-packaged meals to students around the Parish. Parents must go to the 

LPPS website to sign up; deadline is 3/30by midnight.  
 
Point Coupee Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/16) 

         Parish Jail has implemented DOC guidance. No visitors or inmates leaving premises. 
         Parish Nursing Homes are implementing no visitation and temperature checks for staff. 
         Multiple Parish and City Offices, Buildings and Facilities are closed to the public.  

o   Local government offices have instituted drive through or online services and are encouraging citizens to 
call offices regarding business.  

         The Pointe Coupee Council on Aging has closed its senior centers and lunch centers until further notice. Senior 
Citizens who receive meals at these sites should call the COA at 225-638-4402 to arrange for delivery. The 
transportation system will continue as of now. 

         Pointe Coupee Parish Public Schools announced beginning 3/17, will offer pick up only hot lunch and 
prepackaged breakfast distribution. 

 
West Baton Rouge Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/13) 

         The West Baton Rouge Parish School System’s Child Nutrition Department will be serving breakfast and lunch at 
five school sites across the parish beginning 3/18.  

         WBR’s at Home Learning Resource Page launched 3/18. 
o   Provided parents with information and resources to support students. 

         Student At Home Learning Packets 
o   WBR will provide a drive-through pickup of packets for grades PreK – 12. 
o   Technology Access 

  Plan ensures that students have varied options, including technology access. 
  Working on distributing Chromebooks and Wi-Fi hotspots for students as deemed necessary. 

         Cutting parish workforce down to essential employees only. Employees working from home. 
 
West Feliciana Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/16) 

         All visitation and volunteer activities discontinued at parish prison. 
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         All local nursing homes implementing guidance from LA Nursing Home Association. 
         PPEs that are available issued to first responders.  
         All parks open for individual access-not for organized activities (baseball, etc.).  
         River Bend Nuclear Station is prepared to sequester members of their team to operate the plant should that 

have to occur. They will provide energy as it stands at this time. 
         School system began feeding program 3/18 to all parts of the parish at bus stops. 

o   School feeding is scheduled to discontinue Wednesday 3/25. 
         Volunteers organizing to help distribute medication to shut-ins and those that can't travel to pick up. 
         Fire/rescue is only responding to fire calls and only those medical calls for cardiac, lifting assistance and trauma 

3/19. 
         Food distribution in ongoing at local food bank and Council on Aging 3/19.  

o   Volunteers are assisting in distribution.  
         All parish offices remain open-some with limited access 3/19. 

 
Region 3 
Assumption Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/13) 

         Canceled all rentals at parish facilities.  
         Parish Government continuing to report to work with buildings locked to the public. 
         Multiple Parish and City Offices, Buildings and Facilities are closed to the public.  

o   Local government offices have instituted drive through or online services and are encouraging citizens to 
call offices regarding business.  

         Council on Aging is revamping the transportation schedule. 
         OHSEP held several webinars with Parish Officials and Stakeholders to give updates 3/23. 
         Government Offices closed 3/23 with only essential personnel reporting to work. 
         Assumption Parish School Board is discontinuing offering food to the students out of concern for the safety of 

employees. 
 
Lafourche Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/13) 

         Multiple Parish and City Offices, Buildings and Facilities are closed to the public until further notice. For more 
information, visit www.lafourchegov.org/covid19. 

o   All business transactions have moved to an electronic format only.  
o   All offices, as of 3/23 will operate virtually. 

         Lafourche Parish Schools: Distance learning implemented. 
         Lafourche Parish Nursing Homes: No visitor policy implemented. 
         Council on Aging:  

o   Senior Centers have been closed to the public. 
o   Commodity distributions and re-certifications are cancelled. 
o   Meals will continue to be delivered to homes or can be picked up through a drive-thru at the local center 

to take home. 
o   Transportation services and homemaker services will continue. 
o   Meals are for existing clients only at this time. 

         Thibodaux Police Department  
o   No bar cards will be issued or renewed and no applicant fingerprints will be taken. 
o   Thibodaux City Court’s Clerk’s Office is closed to the public. 

         Lafourche Parish Sheriff’s Office: All in-person visits for inmates have been suspended. 
         Diocese of Houma-Thibodaux: Cancellation of public celebrations such as Mass, wedding, funerals and 

sacraments. 
         Special Education District No. 1 “The Center” in Cut Off is closed. 
         South Lafourche Levee District: 

o   The SLLD Office is working remotely while dealing with the coronavirus. However, 82% of the field crew 
continues to work while practicing safe distancing from each other.  
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o   The engineers and contractors continue to provide services.  
o   Continue to improve on levee and flood protection irrelevant of the coronavirus issue.  

 
St Charles Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/13) 

         Correction Center visitation is VTC as always. 
         Lunch for school children is being has been suspended until a solution can be worked through with Second 

Harvest and United Way. 
         Council on Aging has stopped activity center but all other services remain in place.  
         Public Libraries are closed.  
         Parish Departments will begin staggered shifts beginning 3/23.   

 
St James Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/13) 

         St. James Parish Hospital has plan in place limiting visitation. 
         St. James Parish Detention Center has suspended visitation and will work to expand access to kiosk services.   
         Multiple Parish and City Offices, Buildings and Facilities are closed to the public.  

o   Local government offices have instituted drive through or online services and are encouraging citizens to 
call offices regarding business.  

o   Public Transit Bus routes only for medical appointments until further notice 3/19. 
o   Employees working from home. Some necessary job functions needed to be done in person will be 

performed on a limited basis. 
         St. James Parish Operations department will suspend public works routine maintenance, but continue to 

perform emergency work on a call-out basis. 
         Effective 3/22 the St. James Parish School System will suspend all planned meal distribution for students.   
         Public Transit Bus routes only for medical appointments until further notice. 

 
St John the Baptist Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/13) 

         Curfew in place for Juveniles for 10:00 pm - 6:00 am.  
         Public Libraries are closed.  
         St. John 911 Center is screening callers who are requesting medical services (if the state they have shortness of 

breath, coughing or fever). 
 

Terrebonne Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/13) 
         CERT Team assisting School Board with serving of "grab and go" meals 3/23.  
         Fire departments are requesting PPE.  
         Multiple Parish and City Offices, Buildings and Facilities are closed to the public.  

o   Local government offices have instituted drive through or online services and are encouraging citizens to 
call offices regarding business.  

o   Visit www.tpcg.org for more information. 
         Terrebonne Economic Development Authority activated call system for business questions related to the 

coronavirus event. Phone: 985-633-1887 Email: bizresponse@tpeda.org 
         Houma-Terrebonne Airport Commission 

o   The airport remains open as published in FAA form 5010 and per applicable NOTAMS. 
o   Implemented protective measures for staff and public. 

         Terrebonne Council on Aging (TCOA)  
o   Economically needy and disadvantage senor residents (60 and over), who are not currently receiving 

home-delivered meals, may call to find out if they qualify to receive a meal at (985) 868-8411 then dial 0 
for assistance.  

o   All local senior centers and lunch centers have been closed until further notice. 
o   All home visits by TCOA have been cancelled. 
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o   Senior citizens who receive home delivered meals will continue to. All senior citizens who utilized the 
senior centers and lunch centers for meals and are in need of meals will be added to the home delivery 
list to receive meals. 

o   Conducting check-up calls to registered senior citizens every other day. 
o   If a senior citizen needs information or assistance, call 985-868-8411. 
o   All assessments for senior citizens will be conducted by telephone. 
o   No changes to the Council on Aging transportation system have been implemented. 

         Juvenile and Adult Criminal matters are still being heard on a very selective basis.  
         The Terrebonne Parish School District will continue to provide free “Grab and Go” lunches during the “Stay at 

Home” order. 
         The Terrebonne Churches United Food Bank in Houma is open and distributing food to those in need. Call the 

TCU Food Bank at 985-851-5523 or visit website at www.tcufoodbank.org. 
 
Region 4 
Acadia Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/16) 

         Acadia Sheriff Office: 
o   Jail has no access from the public.  
o   Includes visitation, ministry, printing of applications, etc.  
o   Jail is locked down to non-essential personnel and the public. 
o   Office lobbies are open and no person will be allowed beyond this area without cause. 
o   Received complaints of several businesses of being open in violation of the executive order of the 

governor. All were closed or within compliance. 
         Modified grab and go meal program started again 3/30. 

o   Acadia Parish School System has received preliminary approval for the Emergency-Meals-To-You program 
in partnership with the Baylor Collaborative on Hunger and Poverty (and LA Dept. of Education). 

         Multiple Parish and City Offices, Buildings and Facilities are closed to the public.  
o   Local government offices have instituted drive through or online services and are encouraging citizens to 

call offices regarding business.  
         City of Crowley Actions: 

o   Issued Emergency Declaration for the City on March 17, 2020.  
o   City curfew from 10:00 pm to 5:00 am. 

         Requests for PPE supplies for parish, & municipalities entered by the parish Director of OHSEP. 
  
Evangeline Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/16) 

         All Public entities have a "no public entry" policy. Many agencies have employees working from home, or have 
limited personnel in their offices. The jails implemented a no visitation policy. 

         The Dialysis center will remain open. 
         Mercy Regional Hospital in Ville Platte is running low on N95 masks. A Web EOC request has been made. This 

hospital would also like security due to the anticipated surge in the next few days. A Web EOC request has been 
made for LANG. 

         Checked on the two GEO Prisons. The one in Basile tested an inmate 3/21. Awaiting results. 
         The 911 communications center is on lockdown. There is no public access, nor is there access by police or fire or 

EMS.  
         Beginning 3/30, City of Ville Platte will have a curfew for all persons and businesses from 9 pm to 6 am. The 

current curfew for minors is still in place, 8 pm-6 am for unescorted juveniles under the age of 17 until further 
notice. They are allowed to go to & from work, with work ID. 

 
Iberia Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/17) 

         Iberia Parish Jail has limited visitation. 
         Curfews 

o   City of New Iberia declared a curfew for minors daily from 10 pm to 6 am.  
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o   The City of Jeanerette has declared a curfew for minors from 8pm to 6 am daily.  
o   Parish curfew for unaccompanied minors from 8 pm to 6 am and for adults from 10 pm to 6 am. Parish 

curfew for Delcambre for unaccompanied minors from 10 pm to 6am.  
         Iberia Parish School System will have one more grab and go on 3/26 which will feed children through 3/27. 

Program will be suspended after 3/27. Other options will be explored.  
         Multiple Parish and City Offices, Buildings and Facilities are closed to the public.  

o   Local government offices have instituted drive through or online services and are encouraging citizens to 
call offices regarding business.  

         IMC will provide COVID19 public screening on 3/25 at North Lewis Elementary in New Iberia.  
         All nursing homes in Iberia Parish have implemented a "No Visitors" policy. 
         Iberia Parish Council on Aging is still delivering Meals On Wheels for now. 
         Iberia Medical Center implemented drive through screening stations and limited the number of entrances to 

the hospital. Temperature checks and other precautionary measures are being taken at those entry points. 
o   Initially meant to be a 1-day operation, awaiting determination on conducting another day of 

screening/testing on 1 April. 
 
Lafayette Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/15) 

         Multiple Parish and City Offices, Buildings and Facilities are closed to the public.  
o   Local government offices have instituted drive through or online services and are encouraging citizens to 

call offices regarding business.  
         A curfew has been implemented 3/18 for unaccompanied minors from 8:00 pm until 6:00 am. Minors that work 

will be considered on a case-by-case basis. 
         Medical 

o   Lafayette 911 is screening callers who are requesting medical services as to whether they are 
experiencing shortness of breath, coughing or fever 

o   Hospitals and Nursing homes are limiting visitation times and the amount of visitors allowed, if any at all. 
o   Hospitals are implementing temperature checks at entrance screening stations and taking other 

precautionary measures to ensure safety of patients and staff. Questions are being asked about 
previous travel and exposure to others. 

o   The drive thru COVID-19 screening site at the Cajundome continues to operate.  
o   The parish is asking for medical volunteers such as doctors, nurses, EMT's, etc.  

         LCG is expanding its 311 call center and staffing with medical professionals available to answer questions and 
pre-screen questions over the phone. 

o   311 will be taking calls from 10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. from business owners who have questions on what 
programs are available to them.  

o   311 can also people information to citizens looking for employment, and will provide guidance to citizens 
wanting to apply for unemployment benefits. 

o   311 in Lafayette Parish continues to screen calls from citizens and provides general COVID-19 
information, refers to urgent care, emergency departments, cajundome for screening, etc. 

         Acadiana Volunteer Organizations Active in Disaster are holding daily conference calls to coordinate efforts and 
to identify unmet needs in the parish. 

         Effective at midnight on 3/20 all non-medical personal services which cannot be performed with a six-foot 
distance being maintained between the customer and the service provider shall be discontinued. Physical 
interactions between persons within a six-foot distance of each other is strongly discouraged. 

         Monitoring confirmed cases in parish.  
         311 in Lafayette Parish continues to screen calls from citizens and provides general COVID-19 information, 

refers to urgent care, emergency departments, Cajundome for screening, etc. 
         Created a website to allow citizens to get accurate and timely information: Lafayette.org/COVID. 
         An Economic Recovery Advisory Team has been formed. 
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St Landry Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/16) 
         Hospitals continuing to conduct COVID-19 tests.  
         Parish-wide curfew in effect from 9:00 PM to 6 a.m. Begins 3/24 and will end 4/12. 
         Opelousas General Health to begin Call Center and Drive-Thru testing by appointment only. 
         School Board Continue to provide meals at several locations. 
         Parish Government Offices closed to public doing business by phone and appointments only. 

o   Most local governments have instituted drive through or online services and are encouraging citizens to 
call offices regarding business. 

 
St Martin Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/17) 

         Multiple Parish and City Offices, Buildings and Facilities are closed to the public.  
o   Local government offices have instituted drive through or online services and are encouraging citizens to 

call offices regarding business.  
         St. Martin Parish Correctional Center is not allowing visitation. 

 
St Mary Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/24) 

         Nursing homes have begun to limit doctor appointments to as needed basis.  
o   Visiting hours reduced and suspended all non-essential visitors to facilities. 

         Suspended all non-essential visitors to facilities.  
         Starting 3/17 curfew for Morgan City, Franklin, Patterson, Berwick and Baldwin: 10 pm weeknights and 1 am 

weekends for minors. 
         St Mary Parish School has suspended feeding program until further notice.  
         St. Landry Parish Courthouse limited access of 10 people at a time 3/23. 
         Parish government offices working remotely when can 3/23. 
         27th Judicial court cancelling all civil and criminal trials, hearings and court appearances through April 13, 2020. 

 
Vermilion Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/12) 

         Multiple Parish and City Offices, Buildings and Facilities are closed to the public.  
o   Local government offices have instituted drive through or online services and are encouraging citizens to 

call offices regarding business.  
         Parish curfew for Abbeville for unaccompanied minors from 9 pm to 5 am. 
         AGH is opening as drive thru COVID-19 testing site at the Erath/Delcambre Community Clinic starting 3/26. 

 
Region 5 
Allen Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/16) 

         Law enforcement is obtaining more supplies for PPE. 
         Nursing homes in the area are taking the security measures that are mandated by DHH for their facilities. 
         911 and dispatch centers in Allen are limiting persons entering the facility, and using disinfectant to clean public 

areas.  
         The prison population is being limited to remote video visitation and persons entering the facility are being 

closely screened.  
         Went out to local Hospitals and Nursing homes in Parish, found that all agencies are following the protocols set 

in place and gave contact information to the Administrators. 
o   Area Hospitals are running out of PPE for personnel. 

         Some government agencies in the parish are restricting entry into their facilities to only necessary access. 
         Emergency services are being severely impacted due shortage of protective masks.  
         Allen Council on Aging 

o   Maintaining transport schedule for elderly Dr. appointments.  
o   Sanitizing transports before and after runs are made. 
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Beauregard Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/16) 
         School Board Superintendent: Working on issues with continuing education through computers. 
         Nursing homes: Started preventive actions as suggested by the state. 

o   Very limited visitation unless family death issues arises. 
o   All packages that enter the nursing will be scanned and then sprayed with a Lysol or similar cleaning 

substance. 
         The hospital: Started their preventive actions by limited entrance to hospital through two control locations and 

will started screening 3/16. 
         All law enforcement officers will be provided the necessary PPE items and instructions how to handle anyone 

that has the COVID-19. 
         The Courthouse office will remain open with limited access and preventive measures in place. 
         Limited open offices and screening procedures. 

 
Calcasieu Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/13) 

         Working with Port Security monitoring ships coming into port from travel-restricted areas.  
         All Nursing Homes are following guidelines regarding visitors put in place by LDH. 
         Multiple Parish and City Offices, Buildings and Facilities are closed to the public.  

o   Local government offices have instituted drive through or online services and are encouraging citizens to 
call offices regarding business.  

         Completed a walk through at Burton Complex as a potential drive thru testing site.   
         Meal sites provided by Calcasieu Parish School Board from 11 AM-12:30 PM through 4/8. 

o   Nearly 3,800 meals have been served to children at the 21 sites.   
 
Cameron Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/19) 

         Police Jury and Sheriff Office has stated no public access to these two buildings.  
o   Limiting public access to office and if necessary people will be screen before entering offices. No jail 

visitation.  
o   Dispatchers and Call takers doing screening over the phone before deputies dispatched. 

         Council of Aging cancelled all gatherings and recreational activities. Senior Center Closed.  
o   Continuing delivery commodities schedules. 

         Schools started providing meals 3/18. 
         Multiple Parish and City Offices, Buildings and Facilities are closed to the public.  

o   Local government offices have instituted drive through or online services and are encouraging citizens to 
call offices regarding business.  

 
Jefferson Davis Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/18) 

         Limited public access to all government buildings. 
         Parish wide curfew 11 pm to 5 am.   

 
Region 6 
Avoyelles Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/12) 

         All Courts in Avoyelles are Suspended till further notice 12 JDC & Ward 1 & 2. 
         All office in the Avoyelles Parish Courthouse have limited Staff until further notice. 
         Bunkie General & Avoyelles Hospital have a no visiting policy & screening outside facility. 
         Nursing Homes & Assisted Living have a no visiting policy. 
         Avoyelles Parish Sheriff Office has no visiting of inmates. 
         The School cafeterias are serving Breakfast & lunch for students. This is a drive thru but students do not have to 

be in vehicle. This is being offered in at least one town in the parish.   
         All offices have very limited employees, until further notice. 
         Have limited supplies for First Responder PPE. 
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Catahoula Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/17) 
         The Columns Nursing Home in Jonesville is following DHH regulations concerning visitors and staff. 
         The Catahoula Parish Sheriff's Office and the Catahoula Parish Police Jury has issued a curfew for the residents 

from 10:00 P.M. till 6:00 AM effective 3/17 until further notice. 
         Parish Schools and State Offices are following protocol procedures set forth by their respective State Agencies. 
         Local Health Clinic has been asked to do wellness check all household members of a deceased COVID-19 

patient. 
         Limited public access to the Catahoula Parish Courthouse. 

 
Concordia Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/16) 

         All health units using state mandated guidelines and precautions. 
         Town of Vidalia closing all town offices with the exception of essential personnel such as First Responders. 

Parish Courthouse closed offices with exception of essential personnel. 
         Parishes Offices closed as of 3/24/20. 
         Entire Parish following CISA guidelines on critical infrastructure workforce. 

 
Grant Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/13) 

         Both nursing homes are following state guidelines on a "no visitor." 
         Parish agencies monitoring updates to COVID-19 and taking preliminary steps to prevent spreading in Grant 

Parish. 
         The offices in the Courthouse are open as of now, however to current restrictions from the virus, the public is 

encouraged to call, fax, email, or mail their matters. 
         GPSO has suspended inmate transfers from the detention facility. 
         PPE acquisition is still an issue. 
         Will begin delivering meals to students’ home for free, participating in the program "Meals-to-You.” 

 
LaSalle Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/17) 

         Both Nursing Facilities in LaSalle have a "no visitor" policy until further notice. 
         Hardtner Medical Center, Law Enforcement, the Coroner’s Office, LaSalle General Hospital, and a private 

nursing facility are running critically low on PPEs for staff and patients.  
         LaSalle Parish Sheriff's Office sent home their non-essential employees 3/24. 
         Most parish government offices started working from home starting 3/24.  
         LaSalle Parish Clerk of Court and LaSalle Parish Sheriff's Office will remain open to the public. 

 
Natchitoches Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/18) 

         Parish Government monitoring all citizens that are entering the Parish Courthouse.  
         Drive Through Testing stated 3/31 at the Central Louisiana Technical College. 

 
Rapides Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/16) 

         Courthouse remains open for essential services only. 
         All agencies operating and/or closed in accordance with Governor’s Executives orders.  
         Drive through test location being set up in preparation of test kits. 
         All emergency services are operating in accordance with Governors Executive Orders.  
         Critical infrastructure - utilities etc. remain operational and essential personnel working. 

 
Sabine Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/16) 

         Judges Offices closed. Court dates postponed until further notice.  
         Hospitals - Very limited visitors. Prisons - No visitors. Nursing homes - Limited visitors  
         Parish offices closed 3/23. 
         Sheriff Dept. working only limited staff 3/23. The Dept. is out of most PPEs. 
         Most offices in Court House are closed. Before entering temperatures will be checked. 
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         Fire Departments  
o   Suspended all EMS calls. Only responding to House Fires. 
o   The Departments are completely out of all PPEs.  

         Council on Ageing is out of PPE's. 
 
Vernon Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/16) 

         Multiple Parish and City Offices, Buildings and Facilities are closed to the public.  
o   Local government offices have instituted drive through or online services and are encouraging citizens to 

call offices regarding business.  
         Vernon Parish Sheriff's Office is continuing with enforcement patrols/actions as necessary.  

o   Jail visitation denied.   
o   Vernon Parish Sheriff's Office is limiting public access to main building. Also, SO personnel and public 

entering the building are being screened for temperature upon entering building. 
o   Vernon Sheriff's Office has limited office clerical staffing.  
o   Patrol and Investigations are continuing to function. 

         Leesville, New Llano, and other parish law enforcement agencies are maintaining normal activities with caution. 
         Law enforcement agencies are in need of PPE and hand sanitizer.  
         E911 operations are following heightened protocols for medical calls.  
         Vernon Council on Ageing is continuing to provide transportation for elderly persons to doctor visits and travel 

to grocers for food. 
o   They have closed the dining-in facility, however, will continue to provide pick-up or delivered meals. 
o   Personnel have been provided 211 information for residents and provided personal protection 

information.        
         Local grocers continue to have a large number of people each day.   
         Acadian and Med Express Ambulances are operating according to guidance from their respective companies 

and are providing necessary service in Vernon Parish. 
         Emergency Services from all agencies are continuing to function as necessary. 
         Local grocers continue to have a large number of people each day. 
         All municipalities have submitted Emergency Declarations.  
         Informed mayors of PA opportunities if they incur expenses related to disaster.  
         Provided information regarding Texas screening of Louisiana residents traveling to Texas.  
         Made municipalities aware of PPE ordering requirements for their first responders as well as the lack of 

available PPE statewide.  
 

Winn Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/13) 
         Nursing homes and hospitals are enforcing their protocols with no visitors or closely monitored visits. 

 
Region 7 
Bienville Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/17) 

         Parish Courthouse is limiting social contact and utilizing phone and email capabilities for everything other than 
emergencies.   

 
Bossier Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/13) 

         Multiple Parish and City Offices, Buildings and Facilities are closed to the public.  
o   Local government offices have instituted drive through or online services and are encouraging citizens to 

call offices regarding business.  
         Barksdale AFB restricting access to the Base and declared a health emergency 3/18. 
         Hospitals have testing sites as follows: 

o   Drive-through COVID-19 testing at: 
  Willis Knighton Innovation Center, 2105 Airline Drive, Bossier City, LA 
  CHRISTUS Health System Drive-through Testing, 1400 East Bert Kouns Loop 
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o   Mobile COVID-19 Evaluation site: 
  Ochsner – LSU Health Shreveport, 1541 Kings Highway, Shreveport 

         BOHSEP pushing information on guidance to leaders and the Chamber of Commerce for help in answering 
questions they get and business distribution for info 3/18.  

         Bossier Sheriff Dept. changes: 
o   Visitation services closed, Onsite video visitation services at the Bossier Corrections Facilities closed; off-

site video visitation will still be available. 
o   Viking Drive Substation closed. Arthur Ray Teague Substation closed. 
o   Bossier Sheriff’s Office services (Civil, Probation, and others) in the Bossier Parish Courthouse closed. 

         Bossier Schools will reinstate its grab-and-go meal program with modifications for students 18 years of age and 
younger beginning 3/30. 

 
Caddo Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/13) 

         The district has established 22 feeding sites throughout the parish for school-aged children. 
         Caddo Parish Sheriff’s Office 

o   All Caddo Sheriff’s Office substations are staffed but closed to the public. All calls for service from the 
public will continue to be answered. 

o   Providing services online. 
o   Parish Closures: Fingerprinting at the courthouse is temporarily suspended. Sheriff’s Safety Town is 

closed. All previously scheduled Community Programs are canceled until further notice. 
o   ALL Programs at CCC are suspended until further notice. On-site visitation for inmates at Caddo 

Correctional Center has been suspended until further notice. Visitors can still visit remotely. Inmates will 
continue to receive a routine medical screening, including temperature check, upon booking. 

o   Anyone who is not an employee of the Caddo Parish Sheriff’s Office or the Caddo Parish Commission will 
be required to undergo a medical screening before entering the jail.  

         Multiple Parish and City Offices, Buildings and Facilities are closed to the public.  
o   Local government offices have instituted drive through or online services and are encouraging citizens to 

call offices regarding business.  
         Shreveport Fire Department 

o   All 911 calls are screened for potential COVID-19 symptoms. 
o   Hospitals are notified in advance of transport so additional precautions can be taken at healthcare 

facilities. 
o   All ambulances are disinfected after transports. 

         SporTran 
o   The City of Shreveport is providing school-aged children free transportation on SporTran buses from 6 am 

to 2 pm Monday through Friday during school closures.  
  This is to assist students with transportation to and from established feeding sites in Caddo and 

Bossier Parishes. Students are discouraged from using public transit for non-essential travel at 
this time. 

o   Effective 3/18, all SporTran buses will transition to alternative services. Monday through Friday service 
will operate an amended schedule. Weekends will remain the same. 

         Shreveport Police Department 
o   The Shreveport Police complex is limiting access to the public.  
o   Implemented policies, procedures and protective measures during the ongoing COVID-19 outbreak.  
o   City jail is utilizing video visitation which requires no contact between visitors, employees, or inmates. The 

cleaning regimen at City Jail has been accelerated. 
         Shreveport Regional Airport 

o   The regular cleaning schedule has been accelerated. Door Knobs and handles are being cleaned with 
greater frequency, as are water fountains. 

o   Hand sanitizing stations have been installed at frequent intervals throughout the airport. 
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Claiborne Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/19) 
         Prisons, nursing homes, hospitals, 911 centers, all on lockdown 3/19.  
         All public offices closed to the general public 3/23.  

 
DeSoto Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/19) 

         The Board is continuing with the student free lunch program with a drive through “Grab-n-Go” program.  For 
more information visit www.desotopsb.com 

         DPSO Operations running normal hours but with measures to limit public contact.  
o   Patrol is being staffed normally with no changes. 
o   The Sheriff is putting out PSA on the Desoto parish sheriffs App and social media.  
o   Desoto 911 office- Normal operations with limited face to face contact with the public. 
o   Starting a program to test 1st responders and the jail population.  
o   Working with suppliers to purchase much needed PPE for first responders and health care personnel in 

the parish. 
o   DPSO Operations running normal hours but with measures to limit public contact.  
o   A COVID-19 page has been added to the app for public use. 
o   Parish Jail: 

  Stopped face to face visitation and everything is being done to protect the inmate population from 
contamination.  

  Anyone entering the jail is being screened as per CDC, LDH, and DOC guidelines.  
  All visitation and required court appearances are being done with video. 

o   Sheriff's Office started their own testing and are testing employees that have symptoms and are testing 
the jail population. 

o   With more cases in the parish the Sheriff is starting a program to test 1st responders and the jail 
population.  

o   Working with suppliers to purchase much needed PPE for first responders and health care personnel in 
the parish. 

         DeSoto Regional Hospital has several negative pressure rooms available and conducting tests.      
         First responders and law enforcement in need of PPE. 
         Multiple Parish and City Offices, Buildings and Facilities are closed to the public.  

o   Local government offices have instituted drive through or online services and are encouraging citizens to 
call offices regarding business. 

o   Most parish buildings are closed or are working modified hours of operation. Staffing is cut down to meet 
the 10 or more rule and to separate workers. 

         Desoto has numerous cases in different areas in the parish, all ages. 
         The City of Mansfield and Town of Stonewall have both declared a state of emergency. 

 
Red River Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/17) 

         Beginning 3/18 Red River Parish Public Schools will start food distribution at 6 pickup sites. 
         Multiple Parish and City Offices, Buildings and Facilities are closed to the public.  

o   Local government offices have instituted drive through or online services and are encouraging citizens to 
call offices regarding business.  

         The Sheriff's office is running as far as staff but, personnel is limited and no entry for the public. 
o   Suspended all visitation in the jail till further notice.  
o   Inmates can use the video call system to visit with family members. 
o   Courthouse is still doing screenings as residents enter the building. 

         Main stores such as grocery and department stores agreed to allow the senior citizens to shop their stores in 
the first hour of operation to limit the exposure to the senior citizens. 

         First responders in need of PPE.  
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Webster Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/16) 
         Multiple Parish and City Offices, Buildings and Facilities are closed to the public.  

o   Local government offices have instituted drive through or online services and are encouraging citizens to 
call offices regarding business.  

         3/27 The local parish school system is continuing the drive-thru feeding program.  
o   They have now implemented multiple days of food to reduce the number of times employees must report 

to work.  
         Medical 

o   Parish healthcare providers closed their waiting rooms and having patients remain in their cars in the 
parking lots until called to enter the physician’s office.  

o   Local hospitals and nursing homes placed on lock-down to limit visitors inside their facilities. 
o   Hospital cafeterias normally open to the public are closed.  
o   The physicians’ offices have run out of proper PPE including masks and gowns. The local hospitals are 

getting low in their supply as well.   
         Ambulance services are screening callers to better protect the emergency responders.  

o   The parish 911 center is asking questions to allow the first responders to take additional precautions if 
necessary.  

         The two prison facilities stopped all visitations to their facilities.  
         Multiple churches in the parish are cancelling services or having the service live streamed to their congregation 

to prevent large gatherings.  
         Office of Community Services has reduced the trips the public transportation buses and are running to essential 

services only. They have lost a couple drivers and are working to keep enough drivers on hand to keep the buses 
running.   

         3/20 The City of Minden Airport FBO closed to the public.  
         The City of Minden public works is practicing social distancing and will not enter any property unless there is an 

emergency. 
         Monitoring CoVid-19 patients and statuses.  
         Springhill Medical Center has setup a drive thru clinic at their location.  
         Fire, EMS, law enforcement, and corrections departments have limited to no PPE left. 

 
Region 8 
Caldwell Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/18) 
 
East Carroll Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/17) 

         Visitation to prison and nursing home is suspended.  
         Hospitals 

o   All visitors and patients to the hospital are being screened.  
o   Made necessary construction of an isolation area in the E.R. 
o   Set up a respiratory clinic at the pediatric clinic. 

         Clinics 
o   Not accepting walk-ins. Triage over the phone as much as possible. Postponing non-essential 

appointments. 
o   Set up telehealth to reduce patients at clinic. 

         East Carroll Parish Sheriff’s Office 
o   Working as many calls as possible by phone. 
o   If at all possible, Deputies are not entering residences, they will try to work the complaint outside. 
o   Will not respond to any EMS calls unless requested by AMR. 
o   Issuing summons on misdemeanor offenses when possible. All Truancy complaints are suspended. Sex 

Offender Registry checks will be done by phone. 
o   Issued out masks and gloves to all patrol deputies. 
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o   In the process of setting up cleaning stations on both sides of the river. This is for deputies to clean and 
sanitize the inside of their units. 

         Multiple Parish and City Offices, Buildings and Facilities are closed to the public.  
o   Local government offices have instituted drive through or online services and are encouraging citizens to 

call offices regarding business.  
         East Carroll School Board 

o   On 3/31 the meal service will once again offer a 3-day meal pack.  
         East Carroll Parish Fire  

o   Rural Fire Department – Operating as normal while taking the precautions lined out by CDC. In need of 
hand sanitizer. 

         Lake Providence Police Department  
o   Handling all non-emergency call reports by phone rather than in person. 
o   Urging people to call rather than visit the station for non-emergency complaints. 
o   Asking the people to use increased discretion when in need of police service. 
o   Deep cleaning/sanitizing of patrol units. 

         East Carroll 911 
o   Medical calls transferred to East Carroll Ambulance Service so they can get all the pertinent information 

needed to assess if the patient or their household is exhibiting symptoms of COVID-19. 
         Council on Aging: Still offering transportation and delivering meals. 

 
Franklin Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/13) 

         Visitation to prison and nursing home is suspended.  
         All visitors and patients to the hospital/clinics are being screened.  

 
Jackson Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/16) 

         No public access to the local Nursing Home (Forest Haven Nursing Home). 
         Limited Access to the Parish Hospital. Select staff are remotely working from home.  
         Jackson Parish Sheriff Correction Center has suspended all outside movement; all visitation has been 

suspended.   
         Multiple Parish and City Offices, Buildings and Facilities are closed to the public.  

o   Local government offices have instituted drive through or online services and are encouraging citizens to 
call offices regarding business.  

 
Lincoln Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/16) 

         Multiple Parish and City Offices, Buildings and Facilities are closed to the public.  
o   Local government offices have instituted drive through or online services and are encouraging citizens to 

call offices regarding business.  
         Many government employees are working remotely to keep the spread of COVID-19 down.  
         Parish Healthcare providers have emergency protective measures in place to limit visitation hours, number of 

visitors allowed and earlier closing hours.  
o   Patients confined to rooms, no communal meals or activities, etc. 

         Ruston Fire Department/EMS  
o   PPE being distributed to all conservatively.  
o   Implemented procedures and protective measures for the ongoing COVID-19 outbreak.  

         Lincoln Parish Fire District #1, Grambling Fire Dept. and Choudrant Volunteer Fire Dept.  
o   All are prepared to assist RFD/EMS or Pafford EMS as requested.  
o   PPE being distributed to all conservatively. 
o   Implemented procedures and protective measures for the ongoing COVID-19 outbreak.  
o   Office is closed to public and visitors. Admin staff working remotely or reduced hours.  

         Lincoln Parish Office of Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness  
o   OHSEP requesting Personal Protective Equipment via WEBEOC, resources on hold. 
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o   Receiving some assistance for PPE from local dentist offices that are closed. 
o   Louisiana Economic Development (LED) is developing a Hot Line for Business inquiries regarding 

“essential business” status. 
o   Parish businesses and residents/seamstresses continue sewing protective masks for family, friends & 

neighbors encouraged to wear to help stem the tide of COVID-19. 
  Some healthcare agencies are allowing workers to use these homemade masks in non-critical 

settings. 
         Lincoln Hospitals 

o   Continue to assess and modify Surge Plans and monitor supply lines for critical assets. 
o   Limiting number of visitors per patients and regulating new visitation hours. 
o   All hospitals, clinics & other healthcare providers have requested and received PPE assistance from 

OHSEP. 
         Northern Louisiana Medical Center 

o   Continue to assess and modify Surge Plans and monitor supply lines for critical assets. 
o   Reporting daily to state: Number of beds available, Ventilators available, number of negative pressure 

isolation rooms, etc. 
o   Checking ALL persons entering facilities including visitors, patients, staff and physicians for temperatures 

and symptoms. 
o   Facilities closed to all visitors with the exception of labor and delivery allowed to have 1 support person, 

pediatric patients allowed to have 1 parent and end of life situations allowing immediate family only and 
limiting the number allowed in at any one time. 

         Green Clinic set up a screening tent for patients and their escorts prior to entry. In need of PPE.  
         Nursing Homes/Assisted Living 

o   All nursing homes have visitation restrictions in place and regulating visitation hours.  
o   Restricting patients to rooms with no communal meals or activities. 
o   All nursing home agencies have requested and received PPE assistance from OHSEP. 

         Pafford Ambulance Services 
o   Have dedicated units equipped to transfer COVID-19 patients. 
o   Have activated a special response team for critical ventilator patients. 
o   Established an EOC operation in Hope, AR to screen calls for COVID-19 patients. 
o   PPE access is limited, maximizing use of PPE per CDC guidelines.  

         Louisiana Department of Public Health 
o   Parish Health Unit in contact with OHSEP regarding dissemination of information.  

         Law Enforcement Agencies 
o   Includes Lincoln Parish Sheriff’s Office, Ruston, Grambling, Simsboro, Dubach and Choudrant Police 

Departments. PPE being distributed to all conservatively. 
o   Implemented changes and protocols for patrols and other divisions. 
o   Implemented dispatch to handle calls by phone if possible. Assisting on EMS calls only on an as needed 

basis. Issuing summons on misdemeanor offenses. 
o   Exercising hand washing and sanitizing of facilities and vehicles. 
o   Parish law enforcement agencies limiting certain services to cut down on face-to-face contact with public. 

         Lincoln Parish Detention Center 
o   Screening arrestees upon entry to facilities. Anyone who answers yes to certain questions and has a 

temperature over 100.4 will not be admitted. 
o   All available PPE is being used by LPDC staff during screening of new arrestees and will be used when 

handling symptomatic offenders. 
o   All on-site visitation and non-essential visitors have been suspended until further notice. 
o   Parish Detention Center has protective criteria in place to deter anyone from being admitted to jail.  
o   Miscommunication resulted in one arrestee not being admitted to LPDC and not being tested for COVID-

19 and end result arrestee was released with possible symptoms. 
         Lincoln Parish Police Jury 
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o   No DOC inmates are allowed to leave the Detention Center. Therefore, no work crews or litter crews will 
be allowed to provide assistance to our public works crews.  

o   Closing several offices, switching to working online only, and using essential personnel only. Online and 
drive up services available.  

         Lincoln Parish School Board  
o   School board office closed to public, only essential personnel in office or working remotely from home. 
o   Discontinued daily lunch programs following distribution on 3/23 due to personnel not having proper PPE 

or knowledge of personnel contamination.  
         Delta Community College  

o   Implementing a telecommuting routine for as many employees as possible. Students are off campus, 
doors are locked with minimal staff and personnel on campus. 

         Lincoln Parish Public Information  
o   City of Ruston using multiple means of social media to disperse information. 
o   211/United Way call center open to answer calls and disperse information.  
o   Most parish agencies using websites to post office hours and other information. 

         Louisiana Tech University 
o   Beginning 3/24 mandated telework for all non-essential personnel.  
o   Students have been strongly encouraged to leave campus housing and go home if 
o   possible. Will continue to house and provide food services to those students that remain. Food service 

will continue to be grab and go. 
o   All courses now 100% online and will remain online through the end of spring quarter. 

         Grambling State University 
o   GSU implementing online course training. 
o   Students requested to leave campus by 3/23. 
o   Currently preparing Grab-n-go lunches for staff & students still on campus. 

         Most faith based organizations have cancelled services or gone to online streaming of services. 
         Activated Lake Bistineau State Park as shelter for patients that need to be quarantined. 
         Louisiana National Guard 

o   Soldiers assisting at medical test sites and providing security throughout the state. 
o   LANG conducting assessments at healthcare facilities to identify space for patient surge. 
o   LANG personnel and equipment used to move supplies around the state. 

         Lincoln Parish Community Foundation 
o   Teamed up with the Boys and Girls Club of Lincoln Parish to provide meals for under privileged children in 

Ruston and Grambling. 
o   The foundation is paying for the meals that are being provided by Newk’s for the rest of this week which 

is the normal week of Spring Break.  
o   LPSO, RPD & GPD are providing security at each distribution site. 

 
Madison Parish (Declaration in Submitted 3/17) 

         Nursing homes, prisons, jails and hospitals have limited all visitors.  
         Law enforcement and 911 center have received training and protocols for any potential cases or outbreak.  
         First Responders in need of PPE (masks, gloves, thermometers, hand sanitizer, disinfectant). 
         Madison Parish Sheriff’s Office 

o   Citizens are instructed to pay Fines and fees online. 
 
Morehouse Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/19) 

         The prison system has limited visitation contact and are monitoring the situation. 
         Healthcare providers are taking protective measures to protect their patients and the public. 
         Visitation at hospitals and nursing homes will be limited. 
         The 4th district court is working on a limited crew.  
         The court house is monitored from the public as the clerk court is still open.  
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         Bastrop city hall is closed except for the police department.  
         The Morehouse sheriff's office is open but the doors are closed to the public.   

 
Ouachita Parish (Declaration in Submitted 3/18) 

         Multiple Parish and City Offices, Buildings and Facilities are closed to the public.  
o   Local government offices have instituted drive through or online services and are encouraging citizens to 

call offices regarding business.  
         Creating a consolidated list of commodities required for first responders (PPE). 
         Ouachita Parish Office of Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness 

o   Assessing PPE stock levels within the Parish and cross leveling based on Priority and current need. 
Experiencing PPE shortages for First Responders.  

         Ouachita Parish 911 Communications District 
o   Screening all staff members as they enter the building at the beginning of their shift along with as they 

exit at the end of their shift. Visitors are not allowed. 
         Ouachita Parish Fire Department 

o   Implemented policies, procedures and protective measures during the ongoing COVID-19 outbreak.  
o   Notified personnel that all OPFD employees are essential and required to report for their scheduled shift  
o   Restricted all OPFD facilities to on-duty personnel only and pre-authorized contractors. 

         Hospitals 
o   Establishing a Regional Isolation facility at Lake Bistineau State Park 
o   Ordered 2500ea Testing medium to enhance local testing capabilities 
o   Continue to assess and modify Surge Plans. Continue to assess and monitor supply lines for critical assets. 
o   SFMC opened a drive thru testing station at St. Francis North ED. 
o   Glenwood and LSU/Conway are assessing options on opening their own drive thru testing points. 
o   Hospitals continue attempts to expand on internal surge capacity. 
o   Alternate Care Site being assessed. 
o   PPE shortages continue throughout the Region. 
o   Additional Testing sites/concepts being assessed. 

         Regions 7 & 8 will be opening a “holding” location for people that have tested positive for COVID-19 that have 
no place to go/home.  

o   This will include homeless population and others that may not be able to return home and cannot afford 
a hotel.  

o   Regions 7 & 8 are working on a staffing matrix for this shelter. It will be located at State Park Bistineau. 
Cabins and campers will be used. 

         Assessing potential solutions for homeless with DCFS. 
         Acadian Ambulance 

o   Implemented policies, procedures and protective measures during the ongoing COVID-19 outbreak.  
o   Following up with each patient through the hospital transported or the state health department to find 

the outcome of the testing of the patients. 
o   Updated out screening questions of all patients prior to the crew arrival. Asking about signs/symptoms of 

lower respiratory illness and fever. 
         Ouachita Parish Sheriff’s Office 

o   Implemented policies, procedures and protective measures during the ongoing COVID-19 outbreak. 
Established COVID-19 Arrest Procedures. 

o   Received gowns for every patrol deputy, this rounds out the PPE kits to include, gowns, gloves, masks and 
eye protection. 

         Monroe Police Department 
o   Implemented policies, procedures and protective measures during the ongoing COVID-19 outbreak.  
o   Mandated temperature evaluations of all working employees every day. 
o   Preventing anyone other than law enforcement inside the building.  

         West Monroe Police Department 
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o   Implemented policies, procedures and protective measures during the ongoing COVID-19 outbreak.  
o   As of 3/16 not allowing anyone other than law enforcement inside the building. If a person needs to 

speak with an Officer this will be done in the front lobby. 
o   Employees will have their temperature taken and recorded every day.  

         City of Monroe 
o   For office, building, facility closures, and other information visit https://monroela.us/.  

         City of West Monroe 
o   For office, building, facility closures, and other information visit www.westmonroe.com 
o   The West Ouachita Public Transit will remain available to the public. Call (318) 397-3299 for more 

information about the Transit System. 
         Town of Sterlington 

o   Town Hall lobby closed and utilizing drive up window.  
o   All other public facilities closed until further notice. 
o   Town will not be making any utility cutoffs for at least 30 days. 

         Town of Richwood  
o   Police Dept. attempting to take reports and interviews via telephone 
o   Modified food bank activities so large groups would not be gathered. 

         Ouachita Parish School Board  
o   Supplemental review instructional materials are being provided to students through various means of 

media and hard copy. 
o   Beginning 3/24 all school office sites and district office sites closed to the public. 

  Food service will continue through 3/27 with serving days being Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. 
After Friday, 3/27, food service will discontinue. 

  Two days’ worth of meals will be provided on Monday and Wednesday.  
         Ouachita Parish Coroner’s Office 

o   The Ouachita Parish Coroner's Office closed to walk in public.  
o   In-patient deaths at hospitals will be worked by phone. Emergency room deaths will be evaluated on a 

case by case basis.  
o   An investigator will respond to COVID-19 cases to work and provide a bag for the body to be placed in for 

transport. 
         Monroe City School Board 

o   Monroe City Schools is offering at-home learning online and in print.  
o   Print resources will be available beginning 3/18 at all school locations. 
o   Grab-and-go lunches for our students available 3/17, at select sites throughout the district. 

         Delta Community College 
o   Moved to a complete online platform with the exception of the nursing programs. All employees are 

telecommuting. Registrar’s Office is closed to public.  
         University of Louisiana at Monroe  

o   Beginning 3/23, all ULM employees will be encouraged to work from home. 
o   ULM is encouraging students living in residence halls to return home 
o   Facilities on campus will have restricted access to essential employees. 
o   Closing/restricting some buildings and facilities.  

         Reviewing current Operations Plans and determining requirements to open and operate the Regional 
Emergency Operations Center. 

         Ouachita Parish Green Oaks Juvenile Detention Facility 
o   Cancelled all visitation, youth are permitted extended phone calls. 
o   Any youth leaving out of Parish has to have medical clearance before re-entering. 
o   Continued education is being held on the dorms. 
o   Counseling sessions are being held by phone, this includes other agencies such as P.O.’s and mental 

health agencies etc. 
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o   Staff will be checked daily before entering facility. Facility is being disinfected on a daily basis by all staff, 
wipes, mask, gloves are being used. 

         Louisiana Department of Public Health 
o   Receiving request for PPE from healthcare partners and general public. Forwarded the guidance sent 

concerning new request procedure to region 8 Hospital DRC and he forwarded to all medical contacts. 
o   Received Protocols for CAMP COVID from the hospital DRC. Currently 1 person at Lake Bistineau, for 

Regions 7 & 8. Again hospital DRC went over the process for persons to be admitted to Camp COVID. 
o   Distributing “Collection Kits” to Region 8 medical centers.  

         LSU Ag Center - Closed until further notice 
         Ouachita Parish Workforce and Section 8 Departments 

o   Employees concentrating on assisting with new unemployment claims. 
 
Richland Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/19) 

         All agencies following all protocols within LDH and CDC. 
 
Tensas Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/16) 

         Courthouse & ALL parish building will be restricting public access.  
         Business will be conducted either by appointment where screening can take place or by telecommunications 

aka phones, internet, fax, etc.  
         Tensas Parish Detention Center in Waterproof has cancelled any visitation to prisoners until further notice.   

 
Union Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/19) 

         Farmerville Fire Department 
o   Responding to all EMS calls for service along with Pafford Ambulance. 
o   On short supply of PPE and disinfectant supplies. 

         Hospitals 
o   Continue to assess and modify Surge Plans. 
o   Continue to assess and monitor supply lines for critical assets. 
o   Union General Hospital on Lock Down medical screening of any new patients brought in. 

         Pafford Ambulance 
o   Put in place a screening process for all persons who contact 911 for emergency services. 
o   Implemented policies, procedures and protective measures during the ongoing COVID-19 outbreak.  
o   Following up with each patient through the hospital transported or the state health department to find 

the outcome of the testing of the patients. 
         Union Parish Sheriff’s Office  

o   Implemented policies, procedures and protective measures during the ongoing COVID-19 outbreak. 
Issued out masks and gloves to all patrol deputies. 

o   In the process of setting up cleaning stations. This is for deputies to clean and sanitize the inside of their 
units. 

o   UPSO complex is on lock down, with the exception of the main entrance lobby. No individuals permitted 
beyond main lobby area. 

         Farmerville Police Department 
o   Implemented policies, procedures and protective measures during the ongoing COVID-19 outbreak.  
o   As of 3/16 not allowing anyone other than law enforcement inside the building.  

         Multiple Parish and City Offices, Buildings and Facilities are closed to the public.  
o   Local government offices have instituted drive through or online services and are encouraging citizens to 

call offices regarding business.  
 
West Carroll Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/13) 

         Nursing Homes 
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o   No visitors, meals in rooms, employee temp is checked each day, cancelled transportation unless it is an 
emergency, no group activities. 

         Jail – no visitation until further notice, no off site visits. 
         West Carroll Hospital – limit to 1 visitor per patient per day. Employee’s self-report.  

o   Mr. Randy Morris has opened a day care for employee’s children since School is closed. They are 
providing snack and lunch for the children. 

         Emergency Medical Service (EMS): following their standard protocol. 
         Multiple Parish Offices, Buildings and Facilities are closed to the public.  

o   Local government offices have instituted drive through or online services and are encouraging citizens to 
call offices regarding business.  

         West Carroll Sheriff Office: business as usual 
         Multiple Churches altering schedules and providing stream services. 
         Dollar General has reserved the first hour of opening for senior citizens to shop. 
         Council on Aging is providing meals to elderly- carry out meals only. 
         Walmart: 

o   Starting 3/19 to 4/28 new store hours 7 am until 8:30 pm.  
o   Every Tuesday starting 3-24 to 4/28 from 6 am to 7 am is for elderly age 60 plus.  
o   Limiting purchase of milk, eggs, water, baby food, cleaning supplies and paper products. 

         West Carroll Parish Schools will provide a drive-through, grab-and-go breakfast and lunch distribution service 
from 3/23 through 4/9, Monday through Friday.  

 
Region 9 
St Helena Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/13) 

         Administrative office is closed as of 03/17 until further notice.  
 
St Tammany Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/13) 

         Multiple Parish and City Offices, Buildings and Facilities are closed to the public.  
o   Local government offices have instituted drive through or online services and are encouraging citizens to 

call offices regarding business.  
         Coordinating with St Tammany Corp - Economic Development to ensure Businesses receive information on SBA 

eligibility. 
         Surveying Public Safety Agencies to determined shortages of their PPE for medical calls. 
         Parish Jail has implemented DOC guidance. No visitors or inmates leaving premises. 
         Parish Nursing Homes are implementing no visitation and temperature checks for staff. 
         STAR Transit will reduce rides to accommodate only essential transports; work or recurring medical 

appointments. STAR will not transport sick people. 
         St. Tammany Parish Public Schools announced beginning 3/18 schools will offer “Grab and Go” hot lunch and 

prepackaged breakfast distribution from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m., on weekdays at their eight high schools. 
         Parish Government has started its Emergency Operations Protocol.  
         City of Slidell filed an Emergency Declarations 3/16. 
         City of Mandeville filed an Emergency Declaration dated 3/16. 
         Parish President will follow the Governor’s decision and issue a Stay at Home Order in St Tammany Parish. 

 
Tangipahoa Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/13) 

         Multiple Parish and City Offices, Buildings and Facilities are closed to the public.  
o   Local government offices have instituted drive through or online services and are encouraging citizens to 

call offices regarding business.  
         North Oaks partnered with Tangipahoa Parish hospitals and are providing drive through testing. 
         Surveying Public Safety Agencies to determine shortage of their PPE for response. 
         All Nursing Homes are implementing no visitation. 
         TP Sherriff’s Office  
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o   Parish Jail has implemented DOC Guidance. No visitor or inmates leaving premises.  
o   Group visits for religious or other purposes have been suspended.  
o   Medical Staff is screening all arrestees coming into facilities and will isolate individuals as necessary.  
o   Fingerprinting and LiveScan for people seeking business licenses, gun permits, employment, and other 

licenses has been suspended until further notice. 
o   Deputies have been assigned to school locations to assist with curb side grab and go lunches. 
o   Admin office remains normal operations; however, citizen are encouraged to use the online options for 

all fines and fees.   
 
Washington Parish (Declaration Submitted 3/13) 

         Multiple Parish and City Offices, Buildings and Facilities are closed to the public.  
o   Local government offices have instituted drive through or online services and are encouraging citizens to 

call offices regarding business.  
         Parish Schools are providing students with a grab and go feeding program through 4/08. 
         Bogalusa City Schools are providing students with food that will be delivered by bus. 
         All events and public meetings in the City of Bogalusa have been cancelled until 4/13. 
         EOC at partial activation with communication via email, cell or landline. 
         Both hospitals in parish are reporting normal census and staffing. Supplies at this time are covered. 

 
RESOURCES: 
 

         LDH Office of Public Health - Coronavirus  
o   Includes general information, information on the outbreak in Louisiana, fact sheets, and 

preparation/prevention guides.  
         CDC Coronavirus (COVID-19) - Main Page  
         CDC COVID-19 FAQs 
         John Hopkins University Global Cases Arc GIS Map 

 

 
 

GOHSEP Operations is monitoring the situation and will publish updates as necessary. 
For more information, please visit your local NWS weather forecast office webpage. 

www.emergency.louisiana.gov  |  www.getagameplan.org | www.weather.gov |www.ready.gov 
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Raina Cazier Wilson 
Operations Officer 
Governor's Office of Homeland Security & Emergency Preparedness 
Raina.CazierWilson@la.gov 
Office: (225) 925-7704 

 
The information contained in this transmission may contain privileged and confidential information. It is 
intended only for the use of the person(s) named above. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby 
notified that any review, dissemination, distribution or duplication of this communication is strictly prohibited. 
If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
original message.  
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